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According to Wikipedia, turning is considered to be the oldest
method of machining. I suppose that would mean that turning machines were the first machine tools. I would have guessed drilling
but who am I to argue with our modern day Britannica Encyclopedia. And for you youngsters out there reading this, an encyclopedia was the 50’s and 60’s and 70’s version of Google.
This issue is our annual Turning Issue. We have some nice stories about companies using turning methods to get the job done.
Our cover story is about a Washington state company that has a
huge turning machine from Lagun Engineering Solutions. They
evaluated 14 machines and decided to choose the Geminis GT5-4
from Lagun and so far so good. And when I say the lathe is big it
has 20’ travel in the Z axis and weighs 60,000 pounds. Check out
the story beginning on page 22.
Another interesting story about turning begins on page 38.
LISI Medical in Escondido, California has nearly 40 Citizen
Swiss machines in their shop, which they love. A job came up
though for large bone screws and they found that a Tsugami
Swiss machine was the best choice for this job. Since they bought
the first Tsugami they have bought two more to go with the 39
Citizens.
Keeping on the medical theme is a story called ‘You Gotta
Have Heart’ on page 46. A Silicon Valley shop decided to take on
an attractive but dedicated high volume job with a steep challenge
of manufacturing a non-conventional part. Methods Machine
Tools proved to them that a Nakamura Tome multi-tasking turning center could do the job of manufacturing a component of a
heart valve delivery system.
As usual there are numerous other good reads in this issue
including story’s from Huntington Beach, CA., Idaho, San Francisco and more. Thanks for reading this issue of CNC WEST and
hope you have a nice summer.
Sincerely

Shawn Arnold
Shawn Arnold
Publisher
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®

Put Punch in Your

Machining Challenges - Simplified

Machining Challenges - Simplif ied®

PRODUCTION

Feature Packed, Value Driven
Vertical Machining Center

HX-500G

Check out these value-driven performance features:

floorspacem
willycenter®
become the most productive in your

Powerful, High-Precision 35hp Spindle
Class-Leading High-Capacity 40 Tool ATC
 Large 1,016 x 508 x 508mm (40" x 20" x 20") X,Y, Z Travels for
shop! This VMC is simply amazing. Power, speed,
Maximum Machining Flexibility
 High-Grade Solid Cast Construction
capacity and a host of performance features
 Solid Box Way Construction
 3-Block, Double Roller LM Guide System
including Kitamura’s exclusive Arumatik ® Jr. CNC . . .
 Compact
 Proven Twin Ballscrew
Space-Saving
- only a 3,058.2 x 2,293.6mm
Design
in X & YDesign
Axis
the Mycenter-4XiD’s got it all!
120.4" x 90.3" Footprint. Truly the size of a 30" machine!
 Excellent Operator Accessibility
 Extraordinary Chip Removal

Install a Mycenter-4XiD and that small amount of






Choose #50 12,000rpm, High Torque Geared Head Spindle or
Speed Geared Head Spindle Configurations

Synchronized two piece door actuated
#40 20,000rpm, High
by scissor mechanism.
Standard Door Interlock for safety


Linear Scale Feedback on X, Y & Z Axes with B Axis Rotary Scale

40T ATC Standard! Rear loading
station for easy maintenance

Arumatik ®-Jr. Advanced
CNC Controller
offers a swivel panel for
operator convenience

Advanced Arumatik ® Control
provides Effortless Operation,
Super-smooth Control Process
and
Super Fast Machining of
Complex Workpieces

Standard Lift Up Conveyor
can be positioned on either
left or right-hand
side of the machine

From roughing to fine finishing, the Mycenter-4XiD Large Work Envelope with Smooth Chip Flow
■ Base Wash & Coolant Shower
easily cuts a wide variety of materials. It brings a
■ Dual Internal Chip Augers
whole
new
dimension
to
VMC
versatility.
US
Corporate
Headquarters:
78
East
Century
Drive,
Wheeling,
IL
60090
T:
847.520.7755
F: 847.520.7763
3-Block, Double Roller LM Guide System
■ X & Z Axes are Completely Covered
Ultra-super-high rigidity.

visit our website at www.kitamura-machiner y.com

Long term smooth motion operation.

Machinery Sales Co.
Hogue Precision Machinery
17253 Chestnut Street City of Industry, CA 91748
1033 Bartch Avenue, P.O. Box 651 Patterson, CA 95363
Phone: (800) 588-8111
Phone: (209) 892-5649
Email: mail@mchysales.com www.mchysales.com
Email:
hogueprecision@aol.com
  CNC
WEST
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Territory: Southern CA, Nevada (Las Vegas Only)
Territory: Northern CA, WA, OR, Nevada (except Las Vegas)

PX-30i

Ultra High Precision,
5-Axis, Multi-Pallet VMC

BOOTH S-9119

The Yasda PX-30i is capable of high volume and high
mix production inheriting the DNA of the YBM series,
demonstrating high performance in 5-axis machining
of complicated shaped components. The symmetrical
construction realizes high speed, high efficiency and
high quality machining. With Yasda’s classic preload
self adjusting spindle, the newly designed combination
table with higher reliability, and up to 306 tool ATC, the
PX-30i creates unprecedented, long-time unmanned
schedule operations.

Features:

■ 5 axis high precision
■ Self-contained multi
vertical machining center
pallet stacking system
■ Large work envelope

■ Methods tool
management system
with Balluf read write

■ High torque spindle
■ High speed Direct
Drive rotary axis

■ Methods pallet
scheduling system

HV-800

High Performance VMC’s

Rugged and Reliable
An Exceptional Value

For years, FEELER has dedicated itself to the pursuit of higher
efﬁciency and higher performance vertical machining
centers to help customers stay competitive. FEELER’s HVSeries was designed to integrate many innovative features
into the existing models.
The HV-Series features outstanding machine structure,
accuracy and machining efﬁciency, greatly surpassing
existing models. It’s an excellent model especially ideal for
today’s high speed parts machining.

Features:

■ 30 hp / 12,000 DDS

■ Table dimensions: 37.4”
x 20.5” (950 x 520 mm)

■ 40 Taper BIG-PLUS
■ AI NANO CC
■ X-Y Roller guideways
travel: 31.5”/20.5”
(800mm/520mm)
■ Z Boxways travel:
19.9” (505 mm)

■ Rapid traverse feedrate
on X/Y/Z axes:
2362”/min, 2362”/min,
1181” /min
(60 m/min, 60 m/
min, 30 m/min)

STARTING AT

$79,900*
www.methodsmachine.com

TECHNICAL CENTERS FROM COAST TO COAST
Charlotte
Chicago
Detroit Los Angeles
Phoenix San Francisco
704.587.0507 847.783.6800 248.624.8601 714.521.2507 602.437.2220
510.636.1430

CORPORATE OFFICE TECHNICAL CENTER AND SHOWROOM
65 Union Avenue, Sudbury, MA 01776
978.443.5388 | sales@methodsmachine.com
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ISCAR's Winning Edge Grooving Innovations

INN

VAL LINE

No Setup Time
and Machine
Downtime!

The Complete Array
of Tools for All Your
Miniature Parts Production

Quick Insert Indexing
without the Need for
Screw Removal!
INN

VA L L I N E

Machining Intelligently
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ISCAR HIGH Q LINES

www.iscarmetals.com

EXEC H TLINE
outscored 100 of the best rocketry teams in
the country in the finals. Nearly 5,000 students on 789 teams participated in the overall
competition from all 50 states, the District
of Columbia and the U.S. Virgin Islands.
The Space Potatoes team members are Mikaela
Ikeda, 12, Larry Jing, 13, Karl Deerkop, 14,
Srivatshan (Sri) Sakthinarayanan, 13, and
Stephanie Han , 13. According to a news realease, they were awarded more than $20,000 in
scholarships and funds for their school.
Sponsored by the Aerospace Industries Association and the National Association of
Rocketry, the competition required students to
build a rocket that flies to exactly 850 feet
and safely returns a payload of two raw eggs
within 44-46 seconds. At the National Finals,
students were required to adjust their rockets
“on the fly” to hit new flight/duration parameters for a second round of launches.

Tucson, AZ Company Wins
Missile Contract

Raytheon Missile Systems, Tucson, Arizona,
has been awarded a contract for the Advanced
Medium-Range Air-to-Air Missile (AMRAAM)
program. Contractor will provide form, fit,
function, and refresh of the AMRAAM Guidance
Section. Work will be performed at Tucson,
Arizona, and is expected to be complete by
Feb. 28, 2017.

Boeing Opens 777X Wing Center

Boeing in late May officially opened a new
$1 billion wing fabrication plant for the 777X
at its Everett, Washington campus. Called the
777X Composite Wing Center (CWC), the facility
will manufacture the world’s largest carbonfiber wings.
Completion of the new CWC building required
approximately 4.2 million hours of construction time. At its peak, 1,700 contract employees worked on the project. The CWC covers more
than 27 acres under one roof and will contain
three of the world’s largest autoclaves, each
big enough to fit two 737 fuselages inside.
Workers at the center will build wing skins
and spars using automated carbon tape-laying
machines. Once the skins and spars cure in the
autoclaves, they’ll undergo assembly at an adjacent plant where the 777X gets put together.

Boeing Gets Contract For
Repairs

The Boeing Co., Seattle, Washington, is being awarded $19,631,293 cost-plus-fixed-fee,
ceiling-priced, letter requirements contract
for the repair coverage of 193 various mission system components on the P-8A aircraft.
This contract includes a one-year base period
and two 12-month optional periods. Work will
be performed in Seattle, Washington, and is
expected to be completed by March 2017; if
all options are exercised, work will continue
through March 2020.

Tesla Tries to Speed up
Production

Elon Musk’s Tesla Motors Inc. is looking
to fund faster production of its more affordable Model 3 sedan by selling $2 billion worth
of stock, the Los Angeles Times reports. The
company plans to begin produce up to 500,000
cars a year at its factory in Fremont, Ca. by
2018, two years ahead of earlier estimates.

Wilsonville Robotics Company
Reaches 100K-Square-Foot Mark
as it Opens More Space

A Wilsonville, Oregon manufacturer is formally welcoming workers and clients into its
significantly expanded space.
DWFritz Automation Inc. has cut the ribbon
on the 33,000-square-foot space that pushes
the company's overall footprint above the
100,000-square-foot mark.
The company moved into its 70,000 square
foot headquarters in 2013.

Bellevue, WA. Middle Schoolers
Soar to Championship in World’s
Largest Rocket Contest

A team of middle schoolers from Bellevue,
Wash., nicknamed the Space Potatoes, captured
the top prize at the 2016 Team America Rocketry
Challenge (TARC) National Finals.
The five-student team from Odle Middle School
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Sept. 12-17, 2016
Booth #S-8874

Introducing a NEW dimension
to machining complex parts.
The SR-38B offers greater capacity and capability.

With 38mm capacity, B-axis versatility, and our efficient Star Motion Control System, the
NEW 10-axis SR-38B Automatic Lathe raises the bar in productivity, accuracy and versatility.
• Designed for complex machining with rigid construction design to handle bar stock up to 1-1/2” (1.500) diameter.
• Fully independent 8-station back working with Y-axis for overlapping back work with
a variety of tooling available.
• Two tool turning capability for heavy turning.
• Power-driven B-axis capable of working with
main/sub-spindle.
• Large list of tooling is available for various
machining operations.
• Suitable for long or short components, can be
used with or without guide bushing.
• Capacity, versatility and precision in one package.

Perfection in motion.
Star
CNC June/July  2016                                                       www.CNC-West.com                                                              9
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MORE
DONE
IN ONE.

More operations. Less handling.
Turn, mill, drill, grind, hob, tap, groove and more
in a single setup. Even 6 -sided machining.
More precision.
Accuracies to microns – best possible turned
surface finishes.
More profit for you.
With our precision turning solutions, you can cut
your cycle times dramatically. Up to 60% or more.
Less really is more.
Less time in the machine, complex parts finished
complete, means less cost per piece, better part quality.

3-TURRET MILL-TURN
42 mm spindle

Aluminum, aluminum alloys

Spindle rpm to 7000 rpm

Machined from bar

42 live tools

Turning, milling, drilling push-type slotting

Live tool rpm to 8000 rpm
Up to 710 mm turning length

Cycle time 64 seconds —
90% improvement over previous process

60m/min rapid

39 mm diameter, 60 mm long

2 or 3 turrets simultaneous machining

BOOTH S-8136
Precision turning solutions
for people who think.

CNC Multispindle Lathes

www.indextraub.com
info@indextraub.com

Swiss Turning Machines

Turn-mill Centers

Automatic Lathes

3” x 4” (75mm x 100mm)

5” x 6” (125mm x 150mm)

6” x 10” (150mm x 250mm)

5

th

Vises

Dovetail Fixtures

Dovetail Cutters

Booth #S-8021

The Name You Know. The Technology You Trust.

Get

Q

On
u o te

line

ote

-Qu
k
c
i
Qu

NEW E SERIES

Soon to be the LEADER in BOX WAY CNC Lathes!

SL 15E/20E

Introductory Price

$49,975

SL 25E

Introductory Price

Introductory Price

$59,975

Box Ways All Axes!
Samsung Machine Tools offers
CNC lathes ranging from
6” - 32” chucks with
center distances up to 126”
www.SamsungMachineTools.com

Chuck
Spindle Motor
Spindle Speed
Slide Way
Weight

$79,975
EW
EW
EW
NSL
NSL
NSL
15E
20E
25E

6"
8"
10"
20 hp
25 hp
30 hp
6,000 rpm 4,000 rpm 3,500 rpm
Box Way Box Way Box Way
8,150 lbs 8,600 lbs 11,000 lbs

All
Models
In
Stock

VISIT US IN
BOOTH #S-8336
14FOR

INFORMATION,
CALL 1-925-583-6084        
Ask for
Nicholas | Dealer Inquiries
Welcome!
                                www.CNC-West.com
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IMTS 2016 Additive Manufacturing
Pavilion Showcases Technologies,
Products Ready for Prime Time
A novelty at IMTS 2008, 3D printing is taking its place as
an industrial solution.
of conformal cooling channels in the tooling for injection
molded parts. The new design reduces cycle time, reduces
reject rates associated with warping and offers a claimed
productivity rate increase of 20 to 70 percent across several
applications. In yet a third example, 3D printing enabled a
design team to combine 18 parts into a single component
that was 25 percent lighter and, more importantly, eliminated
maintenance issues.
“If you’re just trying to emulate an existing design, you
need to expand your thinking to fully harness the power of
3D printing,” says Burns. “Savings and productivity improvements are going to come from ways you have yet to
imagine.”
ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING PAVILION
“Additive manufacturing is incredibly dynamic, and in
order to see new materials, new design ideas and new production techniques, you need to attend IMTS 2016,” says
Peter R. Eelman, vice president — Exhibitions & Communications at AMT — The Association For Manufacturing
Technology. Eelman emphasizes that the term additive manufacturing encompasses a collection of diverse technologies
that includes material providers, 3D printers and associated
equipment such as sintering furnaces, design and production
software, scanners that capture points to create a parametric
design and 3D printing service centers.
“The Additive Manufacturing Pavilion showcases essentially every component necessary for a manufacturing cell,”
he says. “In addition, the technology has progressed so far
that you’ll also see it on the show floor. Several of the leading
machine tool providers will demonstrate ‘hybrid machines’
that integrate 3D printing and traditional machine tool capabilities.”
Pavilion exhibitors include ExOne, EOS of North
America, 3D Systems, Statasys, HP, Optomec, Proto Labs,
EnvisionTEC, Cideas, DM3D Technology, SCIAKY, 3rd
Dimension Industrial 3D Printing, Hybrid Manufacturing
Technologies, GPI Prototype & Manufacturing Services,
Linear AMS — and more still being added. Use the MyShow
Planner tool to set up meetings with these and other companies, and even bring a hard copy of your print.

To enter the North Building at McCormick Place,
visitors to IMTS — The International Manufacturing Technology Show — must exit the Grand Concourse and pass
through the new Additive Manufacturing Pavilion. Previously the technology has been featured in AMT’s Emerging Technology Center as a cutting edge technology and
then added to the Fabricating and Laser Pavilion. For
IMTS 2016, additive manufacturing technology has earned
a stand-alone spotlight at the show, which runs from Sept.
12-17, 2016.
“Additive manufacturing is a reality for the industrial
marketplace. It’s not fully mature, but the technology has
progressed far enough that if you’re ignoring 3D printing at
IMTS 2016, you’re making a big mistake,” advises David
Burns, founder and principal of Global Business Advisory
Services, LLC. “Fortunately, within the IMTS Additive
Manufacturing Pavilion, you’ll find companies that offer
a full suite of 3D products, and they’re good at explaining
the benefits.”
Burns well understands industrial manufacturing. IMTS
2016 will mark his 16th show. Before he started advising
industrial companies, Burns co-founded and was president
and COO of ExOne™, a leading provider of 3D printing
machines, products and related services. Prior to ExOne,
he was CEO for gear manufacturer Gleason Corporation.
Burns says that technology advancements occur so
rapidly that staying on top of new developments requires
constant work. As it applies to 3D printing, developments
include new metallurgies, new machines and a suite of design tools.
“Designing for 3D printing requires a completely different approach, as does integrating the power of 3D printing into your industrial manufacturing operation,” he says.
As an example, Burns cites an aerospace part redesign
where 3D printing reduced weight from 7 to 2 lbs. and offered better mechanical properties. Saving 5 lbs. per part
over several parts adds up to serious fuel savings when you
consider that American Airlines claims it will save $1.2
million in fuel per year by switching from 35-lb. paper
manuals to a 1.5-lb. iPad.
In another example, 3D printing enables the integration
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Clancy Machine Tool, Inc.
Ellis Machinery
17800 Newhope Street, Suite K
3055 Osgood Ct
6225 20th Street E
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
Fremont, CA 94539
Fife, WA 98424
714-444-4334
510-257-3200
253-926-6868
  CNCwww.ellismachinery.com
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www.singlesourcetech.com
www.clancymachinetool.com
jonathan.hay@singlesourcetech.com
info@clancymachinetool.com
sales@ellismachinery.com
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WWW.ELLISONTECHNOLOGIES.COM

Visit us aT

TOP 5 REASONS

shops are buying the Doosan DNM series over other VMC models:
5...

Probe ready (pre-wired)

4...

230 psi through spindle coolant with 10 micron cyclonic filter

3...

Best price point in the industry

2...

Rigidity, reliability, accuracy and performance

1...

Backed by 100+ years of Ellison engineering expertise
- to help your business be more profitable.

#
#
#
#
#

Doosan Booth
#S-9100

TRAVELS (X, Y, Z):
» DNM 400 II: 30” x 17” x 20”

» DNM 750 II: 64.2” x 30” x 25.6”

» DNM 500 II: 40” x 21” x 20”

» DNM 750L II: 85” x 30” x 25.6”

» DNM 650 II: 50” x 26.4” x 24.6”

HIGHLIGHTS:
» Big Plus spindle - through
spindle air blow included

» Light tower included

» 30 tool ATC (40, 60 tool option)

» Portable manual pulse generator

» FANUC control with USB port
& 10.4” color LCD display

» EZ operation package & EZ guide
i conversational programming

» Direct Coupled Spindle
(25 hp/12,000 RPM)

» In stock with immediate delivery

» Schneeberger Roller Guideways

Buy NOW, Make No Payments for 5 months. (Contact Ellison for details.)

YOUR LOCAL CONTACT INFORMATION:
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

OREGON

Sales: (866) 814-7238 Service: (800) 994-0146

Sales: (503) 682-3280 Service: (253) 246-0130

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

WASHINGTON

Sales: (562) 949-8311 Service: (800) 994-0146

Sales: (253) 872-1661 Service: (253) 246-0130
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PARTS: (888) 207-2787

Donation From Bison USA
Helps Preserve Historic U.S.
WWII Submarine
plate.
“It would not be possible for us to restore Pampanito without the help of
people like you and companies like Bison”, said Rich
Pekelney, a crew member
restoring USS Pampanito.
“This donation will prove
crucial to the restoration of
the submarine, as this quality chuck will be used for all
the high accuracy and irregular work on the lathe.” Jamie Schwarz, president and
CEO of Bison USA Corp
said: “We are excited at the
opportunity to give back to
the community, and give the
USS Pampanito new life.”
Founded in 1948, Bison-Bial reports they are
the largest manufacturer of
technological tooling for
machining in Poland and
has been an industry world leader for many decades.
Bison’s vast product line is well known in both local
and international markets. More than sixty years of
experience and technological development have made
Bison products recognizable for their high quality, durability and precision.
The USS Pampanito (SS-383) is a World War II
Balao class Fleet submarine museum and memorial
that is open for visitors daily at San Francisco’s Fisherman’s Wharf. Pampanito made six patrols in the Pacific during World War II during which she sank six
Imperial Japanese ships and damaged four others. The
USS Pampanito is being restored to a specific point
in time, late summer of 1945, to represent the height
of WWII submarine development. The Maritime Park
Association has scoured the country in search of missing equipment and spare parts. Almost all of the missing items have now been replaced and much of the
equipment on board has been restored to operation.

The USS Pampanito, a WWII submarine museum and memorial in San Francisco, recently received a new
4-jaw chuck and adapter plate courtesy of Bison USA. The
museum’s goal is to bring maritime history to life, and to
make the Pampanito as complete and accurate to her 1945
configuration as possible. The museum educates approximately 4,000 students in day and overnight programs, and
hosts over 100,000 visitors a year, making the USS Pampanito one of the most popular historic vessels in the country.
The crew is always repairing, and restoring the equipment on the boat so it can be better preserved and interpreted. For the past few years the crew of the boat has been
able to use a shared public machine shop, but having an
in-house shop was crucial. In Nov 2015 they received the
donation of a Bridgeport mill and in Feb 2016 they received
the donation of a LeBlond Regal Servo shift lathe with almost no tooling. To help with the tooling, Bison USA recently donated a 7-850-0800; 4-jaw 8” semi-steel independent chuck with solid jaws, and a 7-878-0860; D1-6 adapter
20
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Article & Photos by Sean Buur

WAGSTAFF INC.
W

agstaff Inc., a Spokane, Washington based
company has been in business for more than 70
years. Today, they are a world leader in vertical
direct chill casting of aluminum, but they got their start as just
a small local shop and evolved from there. “Wagstaff is a third
generation company,” tells project coordinator Dale Arnold.
“We have 350 people on staff at this facility and it still has the
heart of a small business. We are not just numbers, the owners
know everyone’s names and are involved in the work we do.”
The Spokane facility is Wagstaff ’s corporate headquarters
and the primary manufacturing site. They have several hundred thousand sq.ft. of office, manufacturing, and research
space spread between multiple buildings on 16 acres with 27+
CNC combined machining, and turning centers. They also
have a second manufacturing facility located in Kentucky to
support their world wide demand. “We are best known for
our ability to provide technology, equipment, and services to
worldwide aluminum producers enabling them to transform
molten aluminum into billets and ingots using “direct chill”
22
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casting.” describes Dale. “The direct chill casting process
uses machined aluminum molds filled with circulating water
to chill molten aluminum in order to solidify it into desired
shapes. We produce molds for doing that along with the casting machines and other supporting equipment.” Most of their
product goes overseas with customers in almost 60 countries.
The Spokane plant also does what Dale refers to as “custom
machining” through the Wagstaff Applied Technologies division. “We take on job shop style work, but calling it that doesn’t
really fit what we do. Most people think of manufacturing widgets when they hear that term. I have nothing against widgets,
but we are manufacturing a different kind of part.” Wagstaff ’s
Applied Technologies’ customer base includes power plants,
primarily hydroelectric and nuclear, so their job shop style
work is on a very large scale. It is typical to see 24’ of travel on
a machine in the shop with 13’ between the columns. The aluminum mold production department have multiple 60”x160”
Mazaks that are dwarfed by some of the machining centers
in the custom machining building. A fair portion of the cus-
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A WORLD LEADER IN “DIRECT CHILL” CASTINGS
AND REDEFINING WHAT PEOPLE THINK WHEN
THEY HEAR THE TERM JOB SHOP.
tom machining work means one or two of a certain part. They
get everything from retrofits, and refurbish to complete run to
print assemblies. Having the right machine for the right job is
where Dale comes in.
As one of three project coordinators at Wagstaff, Dale is
tasked with assessing the needs of a certain job and pairing it
with the best possible machine to do the work. He treats each
department like a customer and puts his 39 years of experience
to good use. “I’ve been around machine tools since 1977,” explains Dale. “My career started close by in Idaho before I headed to the Seattle area for 23 years.” Dale bounced around some
of the bigger name equipment sales companies before going to
work for Mazak as a field service agent out of Los Angeles. He
lived in Spokane and serviced the 8 western states and 4 Canadian provinces; Wagstaff was one of his customers. Dale’s most
recent project required the purchase of a fairly large lathe to
do shaft work and large boring. Over a year ago he began his
search.
“I enjoy all types and brands of machine tools,” details Dale.
“I try and look at everything without a preconceived preju-

dice or bias.” Dale researched 14 different lathes in his quest to
match machine with the job. His process includes a complex
spread sheet with all the specs and pros/cons of each. Once
you start comparing, certain machines will rise to the top. They
narrow it down based on which features were most important.
Things such as 2 way vs. 4 way, it needs to be good at boring,
have a C axis, and how to change the machine around, which
CNC control does it use and then basic ease of use all played a
part. In this case Wagstaff purchased a Geminis GT5-G4 from
Lagun Engineering Solutions. “The Geminis met all my requirements,” continues Dale. “It was the machine with the best
fit for the job, but also had the versatility needed to continue as
a top producer once the original job was completed.”
A couple machines fit the bill so it then came down to value.
Dale feels they got a lot of machine for the money. Wagstaff
added “The Transformer option,” a quick switch unit with live
tool turret, grinding wheel and boring bar. “The Geminis has
20’ of travel in Z,” touts Dale. “I can machine a shaft 36” in diameter and twenty feet long, then switch the head over in a few
minutes and bore or grind it. What’s not to love about that? I
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Wagstaff has multiple large buildings separated into departments. This 30,000sq.ft. work space is the custom machining division and home to their new
Lagun Geminis GT5-4 turning center and a dozen or so other large machine tools. The Geminis was installed at the end of 2015.

also like that it is heavy. It weighs 60,000lbs +. You can’t sacrifice weight; it makes a difference in stability and better accuracy.” Wagstaff is also a fan of the Fanuc controls. They do shop
floor programming on some of the machines and have found
the Fanuc to be a great tool for doing just that. Simple stuff
gets programmed on the machines and most of their custom
machining department operators can do programming. If it is
more complex it gets kicked it up to their programming depart-

ment. “Operators do their own setups,” adds Dale. “They learn
to be better machinists by knowing more about the machines
they are running. We don’t have parts loaders and setup guys;
they are the same person”.
Surprisingly service wasn’t a big selling point to Dale even
though service is a big selling point for Lagun. Wagstaff expects
all their machines to not need much major servicing, but if it
does then most of the time it is handled in house. “We have a

Left - Wagstaff corporate office is in Spokane, Wa., they have about one hundred thirty five thousand square feet of manufacturing on 16 acres. Top right - Wagstaff has the
ability to lift 120,000lbs and move between buildings. Bottom right - Wagstaff is still very much a family business and once a month does a BBQ for lunch.
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NEW! Laser System L2000
Now available for

L20

CNC Swiss-type Lathes

Near Endless Geometric
Shape Possibilities
Minimal Burrs
Faster Than EDM
Machining
Machine Accuracies
.00001"

ADVANTAGES OF THE LASER SYSTEM L2000
Specifications and Benefits

Optical Head Specifications

• IPG Photonics leading provider
of Fiber Lasers in the world
• Laser is 100% supported in the USA
• Air cooled
• 400 watt output power
• 10 Micron delivery fiber
• Internal Pulse Generator with
endless parameter possibilities

• CCD Integrated Camera for optical
viewing and alignment
• Fine X,Y Beam adjustment for
beam alignment to nozzle
• Internal coaxial light built in for easy alignment
• 50-80mm Focal Lengths available
• Head assembly is completely liquid tight
• Head is 100% made and supported in USA
• Kerf widths down to 20 microns

www.marucit.com
Elk Grove Village, IL
Allendale, NJ
Fountain Valley, CA
Agawam, MA
(847) 364-9060
(201) 818-0100
(714) 434-6224
(413) 786-6655
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Dale Arnold is one of three project coordinators at Wagstaff. This was his project
and the Geminis is his baby. He is very proud of this machine.

complete service department,” explains Dale. “I have no doubt
that if we needed service Lagun Engineering Solutions would
take good care of us, but service from the supplier is a secondary thought. Service for us is having parts available in the
country and ready to go. Since the Geminis GT5-G4 is a relatively new style of machine we decided to stock a fair amount
of parts inventory ourselves. Our theoretical insurance policy
is having the parts not readily available in the U.S. The machine
was brought online late in 2015 and I thankfully haven’t had to
touch my spares inventory.” Thanks to their in-house service
department Wagstaff has a tendency to make their machines
last well beyond their normal life cycle. Dale looks at the Geminis GT5-4 not just as a capital investment for today, but one
that will payoff for decades to come. Wagstaff has a vintage machining center with a “war finish” on it. The machine has been
retrofit multiple times over the years but still keeps doing its
job. He expects the same from his newest machine.
“This project was mine and the Geminis is my baby”, concludes Dale. “I am proud of this machine; it was the right machine for us to buy. Had the job requirements been different
we might have considered something else, but the fact is we
really like the capabilities. I can also say I really liked Phil Wyatt,
the salesman I worked with at Lagun. . Working with Phil and
the entire Lagun team has been very very good. I send them an
email and I have an email back from them the same day. If they
don’t have the answer then I normally have one the next day after they talk to the manufacturer in Spain. You realize how hard
that is to get from some of the other manufacturers? Trust me
it can be hard, but that is not the case with Lagun Engineering
Solutions. This was our first large purchase from them and I’m
so pleased with our decision.”
26
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Top – The Geminis GT5-4 has 20’ of travel in Z and conveniently drops chips to the
front side of machine for easy pickup.
Upper Middle – Fanuc controls were a factor in selecting this machine.
Lower Middle – The Gemini GT5-4 is equipped with the “Transformer,” a quick
switch unit with live tool turret, grinding wheel and boring bar.
Bottom – Wagstaff gets long run lifes out of machine tools. This Betts and Bridgeford is old enough to have a “war finish” and still gets the job done.
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POWER.
PERFORMANCE.
ENDURANCE.

The

L2600SY

Multi-Tasking Turning Center

New Wedge Type Y-Axis CNC Lathe
The new L2600SY Multi-Tasking Turning Center provides heavy cutting in the Y-Axis milling mode,
while maintaining precision finishing in the turning mode. With its unique wedge style design, the
height of the slide is reduced, and the center of gravity is much closer to the box guideway system.
The L2600SY also features box guideways in all axes, a “wedge” type Y-Axis in
the milling mode, a 10 inch chuck on the main spindle,
with a bar capacity of 81mm (3.19”), the spindle
output of 30/25 hp. (max/cont.) provides 440 foot
pounds of torque. With the additional sub-spindle,
complex parts can be machined complete
in a single setup.
2016 FIA World Rally Championship (WRC)
New Generation i20 WRC

Call today to find out more, and
put the L2600SY to work for you tomorrow.

www.hyundai-wiamachine.com

Corporate Offices and Technical Center

265 Spring Lake Dr., Itasca, IL 60143 • Tel: 630-625-5600

Hyundai WIA redefining engineering... redefining possibilities.
Northern California, Nevada
Clancy Machine Tools, Inc.
Tel: 925-249-2299
www.clancymachinetool.com
Southern California
West Coast CNC, Inc.
Tel: 626.357.8000
www.westcoast-cnc.net

Arizona
Hyundai WIA Machine America
Tel: 630-625-5600
www.hyundai-wiamachine.com

Washington, Oregon
LMI Machinery
Tel: 866-437-7315
www.newusedmachines.com

Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, Wyoming
Todd Machinery, Inc.
Tel: 801-294-6390
www.toddmachinery.com
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HORIZONTAL
MACHINING
CENTERS
|
VERTICAL MACHINING CENTERS
|
TURNING CENTERS
|
MULTI-TASKING MACHINES

One Trusted
Source

for the Most
Trusted Brands

Best in Class VMC solutions covering the entire
spectrum of your manufacturing requirements.
Hardinge V1000
3 Year
$79,900* Includes
Parts Warranty

Okuma M560
2 Year
$140,600* Includes
Parts Warranty

• Reliable C-Frame Construction
• 30HP, 10,000 RPM Spindle
• Feature Rich Mitsubishi Control with
Conversational Programming
• Extreme Rigidity with the Benefits of
Oversized Ball Screw and Guide Ways

• Stable Bridge Frame Construction
• 30HP, 15,000 RPM Spindle
• Open Architecture Okuma Control
with High Speed Cutting Function
• Extreme Accuracy with the Benefits
of Thermo Active Stabilizing

We’re the secure choice for all of your manufacturing needs both today and well into the future.
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GOS1600 6.2016 © 2016 GOSIGER

What Makes Us Different
When you choose to work with Gosiger, you have access to hundreds of qualified technicians and engineers
with process, systems and controls expertise that add substantial value to your machinery investment.
Gosiger maintains some of the longest term Distributor/OEM relationships in the industry.
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ECO Monitor lets you
see how much power
is being consumed.
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Eco-friendly.
Because We Can.
Auto Shutdowns
Lower Energy Consumption
As the industry’s only single-source provider, Okuma offers your business what others
can’t, like our energy-saving ECO suite. Just one feature of our OSP suite, ECO suite
lets you program your machine to automatically turn off idling components, such as
hydraulic pumps, chip conveyors and lights. Over the course of a year, the energy
savings can add up to big bucks. But that’s just the beginning. Let us show you what
the Okuma OSP Control and the new OSP suite can do for you.

Open possibilities. Endless opportunities. Contact your local
Okuma distributor for more information, or visit okuma.com/americas
*OSP suite is currently available on select models.

Arizona CNC Equipment
Tempe, AZ
(480) 615-6353

GOSIGER
Kent, WA
(253) 826-3921

GOSIGER
San Jose, CA
(925) 371-2333

Hartwig Inc.
Englewood, CO
(303) 373-9450

Hartwig Inc.
Houston, TX
(713) 749-9600

Hartwig Inc.
Irving, TX
(972) 790-8200

www.okuma.com

www.myokuma.com

GOSIGER
Fullerton, CA
(714) 446-7770
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DRIVEN TO PERFORM

Article & Photos by Sean Buur

ODENTHAL MANUFACTURING

C

Left to right- David Odenthal, Alex Odenthal, Carl Shibler, Gabe Nelson, Mark Pasquali, Tim Gisel

oeur d’Alene, Idaho is not really on anyone’s radar as
being a hotbed of manufacturing, but it should be.
This lakeside resort community is a jewel in the Idaho panhandle with skiing and boating the main attractions. In a
city of 60,000 people Forbes lists it inside their top twenty places for small business and careers. It’s also where David Odenthal grew up, started racing, and built his machining business.
Odenthal Manufacturing came about through David’s love
of racing go karts and his dad’s automotive machining background. “Growing up my brother and I raced karts,” explains
David. “Dad had an automotive machining business in the local
area and spent every penny he made putting my brother and
I through racing. He wasn’t married so it was what we did together. We traveled all over the country on what was considered
to be a small racing budget.” After graduating high school in
1986 David attended Northern Idaho College’s two year vocational machine tech program. After graduating in 1988 he got a
job with MSM Design making various types of film equipment
including IMAX cameras. That is where he got his first shot at
designing. “Marty Mueller was my mentor and gave me a shot
at designing a brand new film magazine” said David. He had
a skill and love for both racing and making things, so in 1992
Keith Odenthal sold his automotive machine shop, teamed up
with David, and Odenthal Manufacturing was born. Their first
product was the Odenthal Racing Products engine mount for
go karts.
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Karting motor mounts at that time were unfinished cast
piles of junk. At best they were an afterthought from the makers of the different chassis. Odenthal came in with a new level
of precision and quality not seen before in the karting market.
“Our mounts are precision milled from 6061 billet aluminum
and then anodized,” describes David. “They are custom tailored
to a specific chassis and engine combination. Our mounts have
an adjustable 3rd bearing mounting system and give you the
ability to fine tune chain alignment; something not offered on
the factory units.” Other products were added to the Odenthal
Racing Products catalog like a universal mount for karting exhaust systems and a spring puller. Like the motor mounts that
preceded them, all Odenthal’s products are CAD designed using Solidworks and CNC machined to standards more fitting of
Formula One than a go kart. “I really wanted to deliver new and
innovative products to the sport,” describes David. “Our ExacToe 2 alignment system was more advanced than what they
were using on race cars at the time. You use it to check dynamic
camber and toe on the front end of the kart.”
For those not familiar with 100mph racing karts there is no
suspension. The chassis flex controls handling. Before the ExacToe 2 system racers used a primitive plate system with a ruler
to check the alignment. Being able to have the driver in the kart
on the ground puts sag in the chassis and you can adjust off how
the kart sits under racing conditions. “The Exac-Toe 2 and the
mounts were big sellers for us, but we always knew that kart
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With a full time team of six running 5 machines it is packed in tight at Odenthal Manufacturing. A pair of Kitamura HX300 Mycenters lead the way with their full 4th axis
capabilities. They also have a Fanuc Robodrill T14A, Boston Digital BD 22, and OKK PCV-40 to keep the two shifts always cutting.

racing products alone wouldn’t be enough,” comments David.
“We considered racing to be our primary focus, but we took
on “side-work” to keep the lights on.” Their first break came
when they landed a job making molds for a local customer
who did elastomer compression keypad devices. This boom in
business allowed Odenthal to move from being a garage shop
to their current 5000sq.ft. machining facility. David also purchased his second machine, a Boston Digital BD 22 to up the
machining capabilities of the company. “We started taking on
over flow work from local shops and designing and manufacturing for a couple of other karting businesses,” describes David. “Again things took off for us and we purchased our second
Kitamura in 2007, an HX300, which was our first Horizontal,
and a year later a second Kitamura HX300. Like everyone else
we hit a downturn after September 11th, and again in 2008,
but since 2008 we have been back on the rise adding people
and machines.”
Odenthal Manufacturing is staffed currently with 6 full
time people running two shifts on five machines. The shop
is packed in tight with a Fanuc Robodrill T14A, Boston Digital BD 22, OKK PCV-40, and a pair of Kitamura Mycenter
HX300s with full 4th axis. “Ever since the first Kitamura I have
loved those machines,” tells David. “They are a box way machine with high rigidity and a 20,000 RPM spindle. Speed and
rigidity are key factors in removing metal quickly and accurately and the Kitamuras deliver.”

In racing the Odenthal family are known to go against the
status quo and the same could be said for machining. “No
shop in the area that is my size have our capabilities,” explains
David. “Most of the small shops have the same Haas vertical
as everyone else. I like to do things differently in racing and
machining. If everyone else has a Haas, I show up with a Kitamura. No offense to Haas, they are a great company and I like
them even more now that they have a F1 team to cheer for,
but our Kitamuras offer an advantage over a standard vertical.
Take a billet aluminum box with machining on six sides as an
example. On a vertical machine you would have six setups, we
only have two.” David purchased his last two Kitamuras from
Jerrett Clark and Gail Hogue of Hogue Machine and sealed the
deal with a tour of the factory and dinner with Aki Kitamura
himself. For twenty plus years the Kitamura brand has been
the workhorse of his manufacturing operations and will continue to be well into the future.
Odenthal Manufacturing works primarily in aluminum on
parts requiring a lot of metal removal and a clean finish. Customers range from rugged computer housings, to AR-15 parts,
but recent years have seen a spike in archery components. “We
work with a few different archery companies like Ben Pearson
and Obsession Bows,” touts David. “Obsession is out of Georgia and our largest archery customer.” Odenthal manufactures
various bow parts including cam systems, limb pockets and
suppressor rods for Obsession. They also machine sights, and
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Archery and ruggedized computer products are a large portion of Odenthal Manufacturing’s business. All the parts require outside processing so finish is important. They use the “Viper” endmill from Destiny Tool to achieve the desired results. As a bow hunter, David understands and appreciates quality manufacturing can mean the difference between hit or miss.

a Quiver system for another top named archery company. “Archery is all about the bow being quiet and launching an arrow
down range as quickly as possible,” explains David who is an
avid bow hunter himself. “The suppressor rods for example help
quiet the sound of the bowstrings after loosing an arrow. Sound
travels faster than the arrow so minimizing it gives you a better
chance of not spooking the animal and getting in a clean shot.”
All of the archery products require outside processing so a
quality finish is imperative. David believes a good finish starts
with a good machine and ends with quality tooling. “We are
good with aluminum,” details David. “We get a great finish right
off the machines thanks in part to our tooling. Better quality endmills make a difference” David can’t say enough good
things about Viper endmills by Destiny Tool out of California.
He praises their strong corners and how their unique geometry
helps to curve the chip out of the gullet. “The Viper cost more
than a cheap endmill, but the lifespan is better and the finish is
really nice compared to the cheaper tools. Their variable He-

lix design helps reduce chatter so we can keep the speeds up
higher.”
In karting, the Odenthals were often overlooked as contenders because they didn’t come to the track with the biggest
trailer and the most karts. They came to the races with a skill
and determination that earned the brothers 5 national championships in IKF (International Kart Federation) and David a
trip to the Super Bowl of karting. “The 2006 Rotax Grand Finals in Portugal was the highlight of my karting career,” concludes David. “Having the chance to represent my country on
the world stage against the best on the planet was amazing. I
feel the same about our work here in the shop. We are proud
to be part of a manufacturing brotherhood that is still getting it
done for American companies.” Odenthal Manufacturing is not
the biggest shop in Coeur d’Alene, but like in racing they fight
well above their weight class. They get the job done with finesse
and purpose that has left many scrapping it out for 2nd place.

David and Joel Odenthal in 1993-94
The Odenthal Racing motor mount was the flagship product in 1992. It is precision made to fit your engine and chassis combination. Together the Odenthal family won 5
IKF national championships in karting. David is a two-time Rotax Masters US national champion and represented the USA in the 2006 Rotax Grand Finals in Portugal.
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Buy online - Same Day Shipping
www.PiersonWorkholding.com
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Seventh Blanchard Grinder
Added to the Dix Metals Fleet
also be an effective method
for simultaneous grinding of
multiple smaller parts.
The main feature of Dix
Metals’ Blanchard grinding
operations is heavy stock removal rates for all magnetic
or non-magnetic materials.
In the event that a substantial
amount of material has to be
removed Dix Metals reports
that they feel Blanchard
grinding proves to be the
more cost-effective solution.
Using what a Dix Metals
spokesman said is significantly greater horsepower
(200hp) than other grinding
methods, Blanchard grinding
removes large amounts of
stock quickly and efficiently. Dix Metals stocks a host
of materials which can be
ground using the Blanchard
grinding method, but they
also welcome customer supplied material.
Some of the advantages of Blanchard grinding include:
Parallelism and flatness tolerances to .001”, part-to-part
thickness consistency, the ability to grind multiple parts for
greater economy, size versatility and surface finishes to 32
Ra.
The Blanchard grinder is known for leaving its trademark cross-hatched surface finish pattern, typically within a
32-125 RMS range, though higher finishes may be possible
on request.
Dix Metals uses their extensive fleet of machinery to
square up blocks more efficiently and produce multiple pieces and two sides in one pass, so that your shop is ready to
deliver on its projects that much faster. Company spokesman
Jon-David Nutter said “Dix Metals prides itself on reducing
production time and labor costs by supplying custom machine ready blanks direct to the customer. Machine shops are
then able to eliminate fly-cutting and squaring up, as well
as prep time, bit changes and fixture offset adjustments. Increasing throughput on the shop floor means parts ship out
faster, increasing profit and customer satisfaction. Dix Metals Machine Ready Blanks offer their customers increased
efficiency, reduction in costs and noticeable improvements
in profitability.”

Ever conscious of the demands on OEMs and job shop
time and margins, Dix Metals has introduced a seventh
Blanchard grinder to the shop, to complement the existing
fleet of six Blanchard grinders, six double disc grinders and
ten duplex mills already on their production line.
The Dix Metals production fleet offers a selection of
rotary surface and double disc grinders. Each of their seven
Blanchard grinding machines has the ability to offer dimensional tolerances to ±.001”, parallelism to .001”, and flatness to .001” in order to meet exacting precision standards.
Dix currently houses one 84-inch, one 66-inch, one 60-inch,
three 42-inch, and one 36-inch Blanchard grinders to meet
customer demand.
Best suited for single-sided material removal and
grinding applications too large for double-disc grinding,
Blanchard grinding, also known in the industry as rotary
surface grinding, quickly removes stock from one side of a
part. Blanchard grinding machines are most suited for standard surface grinding of large plates and offer parallelism
and flatness tolerances to .001”, part-to-part thickness consistency, multiple part grinding ability and size versatility.
Ideal in the production of large parts like mold plates,
rotary tables or vacuum chambers, Blanchard grinding can
34
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10” 3 jaw chuck with hole thru
X / Z travel : 8.66” / 27.95”
Bar capacity : 3”
Gear head spindle with speed : 3,500 rpm

NEX-105 Chucker
Collet chuck or 6” chuck
X /Z travel : 5.1” / 7.9”
Bar capacity : 1.65”
Spindle speed : 6,000 rpm
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Affordable metrology
for the lab and
production.
ZEISS DuraMax

// RELIABILITY
MADE BY ZEISS

ZEISS DuraMax Family
Small, affordable CMMs for the lab and production
The expanded ZEISS DuraMax family eliminates the need for fixed gauges in any environment at an
affordable price. Equipped with the VAST XXT scanning sensor from ZEISS, it can even be used to capture
contours and freeform surfaces. The DuraMax LTE has the capabilities and footprint that make it ideal for
smaller inspection labs. The standard shopfloor DuraMax is perfect for a rough production environment,
now with enhanced models offering a rotary table and an even higher operating temperature range.

www.zeiss.com/duramax
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LISI MEDICAL

Article & Photos by Sean Buur

DRAWING ON 240 YEARS OF INDUSTRIAL HISTORY

In a sea of Citizens stand three Tsugami S206 Swiss turning centers. LISI Medical took a big chance adding an unknown element to its manufacturing capabilities,
but reduced cycle times on a complex bone screw project made it worth the risk. In less than a year they have gone from zero Tsugamis to three.

L

ISI Medical is part of the LISI Group, a worldwide
company specializing in the design and manufacture
of assembly solutions. The LISI Group operates in
three major markets: aerospace, automotive, and since 2007
medical.
The LISI Group is a 240 year old company from Eastern
France that got their start manufacturing carriage bolts. That
expertise transferred to the horseless carriage business and
eventually into aerospace. They are the #3 provider of aircraft
hardware in the world. Get on any Boeing or Airbus plane and
you are flying LISI fasteners. The LISI Group employs 11,000
people globally, spread between its 43 sites in 14 counties. With
combined annual sales above $1.6 billion they are a publicly
traded company in Europe. Like so many companies steeped
in hundreds of years of tradition the founding families are still
heavily involved.
“The medical segment of the company is relatively new,” tells
LISI Medical general manager Richard Warren. “Like a lot of
companies that operate in automotive and aerospace we selected medical as a way to expand business and continue our
growth. In 2007 we purchased a small medical manufacturing company in Escondido, Ca. as well as a couple of others in
France. We put together the medical business understanding
that we have a huge resource of global machining and manufacturing. The industries we serve are highly regulated, with very
strong quality and delivery performance demands. We already
38
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have the highest standards so medical was a perfect fit for continued growth on a global scale.”
LISI Medical has historically been more strongly focused in
France with multiple manufacturing centers, metal forging and
corporate headquarters all being in their home country. Their
25,000sq.ft. California based plan is the smallest of the major
manufacturing facilities, but a second US based facility is in the
works. “We are growing our medical business here in the US,” explains Richard. “LISI Medical has just acquired Remmele Medical Minnesota to strengthen our US base. Our Normandy facility
manufactures replacement hip and knee assemblies with a staff
of 400. Our Lyon and Escondido facilities are modeled after each
other and are staffed with 100 or so people each.” All of the LISI
Group sites are ISO1345, OHSAS 18001, and have the voluntary
ISO 14001 environmental certification. Safety and minimizing
their environmental footprint is a high priority throughout the
company. It is important to them as a global company and to the
customers they serve.
LISI Medical’s Escondido, CA. plant is primarily a Swiss turning facility, but they also have milling, surface finishing, deburring, anodizing and a state of the art QC department. With 45+
turning centers and nearly a dozen milling machines the shop
floor is packed in tight. “Our density of machines is very high,”
describes Richard. “We primarily manufacture dental, spine,
trauma, and reconstruction implants. We are very good at micro
machining with our Citizen and Tsugami Swiss turning centers.”
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Top – Lizeth Gonzales manages all the setups on the Tsugami Swiss turning centers. Adding the machines required the staff to learn new programming, setups
and maintenance to maximize performance.
Middle 1 - Ergonomics is an often overlooked luxury when purchasing a machine
tool, but Tsugami’s upward opening folding style door allows for better access.
Middle 1 - Tsugami’s thread whirling head played a key part in the purchase of
the first S206. It allowed for enough of a reduced cycle time that LISI Medical
only needed the capital investment of a single machine instead of two.
Bottom – The Fanuc controls on the Tsugami took some getting used to but a
little in house training by Ellison helped to overcome the learning curve.

LISI Medical is primarily a Citizen shop, with nearly 40
machines lined up. What you don’t expect to see in a wall of
Citizens is a trio of Tsugami S206s. “The Citizen L20 is our
benchmark machine,” tells Richard. “We have rows and rows
of them for a reason; they are a great do it all machine. It is
quite a jump when you have 39 of a certain machine then even
consider buying a different brand you have no experience with
at all.” LISI Medical began looking at the Tsugami platform as
part of a large bone screw project. The customer’s demand for
annual run rates was around 5,000 units a month. After doing
a program optimization it looked like they needed to submit a
capital proposal for two more machines. “I’ve always been in
contact with Ellison Technologies, even though we didn’t have
any of their Tsugami machines,” expands Richard. “I put the
challenge out to them that if they could integrate all the volume
into a single S206 then it would make sense to add a different
brand machining center into the mix. The prospect of buying
one machine instead of two was very attractive.”
Knowing that they had to make it worth the commitment,
Ellison Technologies came back to Richard and his team with a
proposal that said they could get it done with a single, heavily
loaded S206 machining center. “1.1 machine worth of capacity
is two machines, and .98 percent of capacity is one machine,”
elaborates Richard. “The difference isn’t .12 it is another machine costing hundreds of thousands of dollars. The Tsugami
didn’t cut our cycle times in half, but they did reduce my capital
investment by half because of their improved cycle times. The
Tsugami S206 offers a few advantages when it came to manufacturing our bone screw. In our case, the thread whirling unit
offered a significant speed upgrade.” Tsugami’s thread whirling
head is a multi-cutting unit designed to machine exotic metals
with the uttermost precision. It is large, strong, rigid and placed
close to the bushing, allowing it to cut faster and more accurately than a standard Swiss style machine. “There is a genuine
technical advantage with the thread whirling head,” tells Richard. “The proof is that we only needed to buy one machine.”
Richard and his team have been very impressed with Tsugami thus far. Besides being a fan of the thread whirling head,
Richard expressed his thoughts on some of the other features.
“For the price you pay you get a lot of tooling availability. The
number of tools, and the number of live tools is great. The goal
in most cases, but especially in Swiss machining is to have a
finished part and avoid secondary operations. More tools make
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LISI Medical’s 25,000sq.ft. manufacturing facility in Escondido, CA. density of machines is very high. With 45+ turning centers and a dozen 4-5 axis
mills the shop is densely packed. They also have a state of the art QC department, dry ice deburring and in house type 2 and 3 anodizing.

that possible.” At LISI Medical a dropped part is a finished part.
Ergonomics is an often overlooked luxury when purchasing a
machine tool, but Richard was quick to point out the door access on the Tsugami. “I know it sounds like a strange thing to
say about a machining center, but the door access is phenomenal. A lot of Swiss machines have a small sliding door. The
Tsugami has a raised door allowing for more access. We have
6’ plus, 200 pound guys out running the machines and they appreciate the extra ease of mobility during setup, maintenance
and running parts.” Rigidity is also important to LISI Medical
because they work a lot with harder metals and have tight tolerance requirements. The part being run on the machine at time
of the interview has a half inch bore with two tenths tolerance
inside the bore. Typically LISI’s work envelope is sub 1 thousandths tolerance.
Nearly as important as the spec is the finish, and once again
the Swiss machines deliver. In the medical field, especially dental look and finish are key elements. “We are very good at micro
machining,” expresses Richard. “Small, complicated parts with
high finish expectations are where we thrive. It’s not enough for
us to meet the spec, it has to look good doing it. Our finishes
are in the 8-16 range typically.”
With LISI Medical having zero experience running the Tsugami platform Ellison Technologies set the new machine up on
their floor and proved out the part. When they installed the
machine at its new home in Escondido it was ready to go into
production. “Ellison Technologies support from the get go has
been very, very good,” details Richard. “They don’t just sell you
a machine and you never hear from them again. Ellison delivered us a turn-key product, and the first part we ran was sent
40
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to QC for first article inspections. Technical support has been
very high starting with programming all the way through our
onsite training.” LISI Medical liked the first S206 so much they
picked up two more from a local medical company that was no
longer going to manufacture in house. “Our first machine has
been on the floor for less than a year,” tells Richard. “Our two
new S206’s have been qualified for less than two months. Partially we picked and acquired machines 2 and 3 for redundancy,
but we really like the Tsugamis as a whole and welcomed two
more to our shop floor.”
Richard, a mechanical engineer by trade has been with the
LISI Group for ten years. After getting his start with Ford in
the UK he moved around between a few aerospace companies
before becoming the operations director at the LISI bolt manufacturing facility in Torrance, Ca. “We leverage our size here in
Escondido” touts Richard. “You can say you are small or you can
say you are dynamic. We can get everyone together in half a day
and go forward with whatever we need to do.” They use their
size to be agile, and it gives them the flexibility that larger work
sites don’t have. Richard likes to describe quality to his team using the example. “You can’t talk about medical quality in terms
of acceptable quality levels of, say, 99%: How many replacement
hips do you get in your lifetime? The most you can get is two,
but more likely you only get one, what if that was the 1% bad?!
The only acceptable quality level on surgical implants is 100%.
You can’t say 99% is ok. We know this, and manufacture to that
standard.”
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MANUFACTURING SOLUTION
FOR FIVE-AXIS MACHINING

FA1050S 5-Axis

Horizontal Machining Center

Toyoda brings ingenuity in motion with the FA1050S 5-axis trunnion table. The dual-drive
motors in the A-axis of the trunnion table provides greater torque and support in 5-axis
machining for heavy workpieces such as Titanium. Learn more about 5-axis machining
for heavy materials, www.toyoda.com/ingenuity.

ingenuity begins here
Come See this Machine at booth s-8519
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Product Preview

New 11-Axis Automatic Lathe
from Traub
With an output of up to 3.4 kW and a
maximum speed of 12,000 rpm, the tool drive
in the front working attachment is extremely
productive and designed for high power. The
tool holders are highly robust and stiff with
a mounting shank diameter of 36 mm. Individually controllable coolant pressure of up
to 80 bar is available at every station. One
live station can be used as a deep-hole drilling station with a coolant supply up to 120
bar. The front working attachment can also
be used as a tailstock when producing long
components.

Large, user-friendly work area

The new Traub TNL32-11 sliding/fixed headstock automatic lathe has a headstock moving in the Z-axis, an upper and identical lower turret with X, Y, and Z-axes, and a
counter spindle movable in the X and Z directions. It offers
a new front working attachment which sits on an additional
cross-slide moving in the X and Z-axes, providing the user
with further, freely positionable tools and enables the use of
up to three tools, simultaneously and independently of each
other. The company reports that the 11-axis machine saves
machining time – especially for components with a high
proportion of drilling.

In addition to the advantages of the front
working attachment, the Traub TNL32-11 offers the many
other benefits of the entire TNL series. The work area is easily accessible to the operator due to its high and wide sliding
door, simplifying setup and changeovers. A large inspection
window allows the operator to keep a close eye on the machining process. According to the company, the long Z travel
of the headstock means the machine can easily be used for
sliding or fixed headstock turning without compromises in
less than 15 minutes.

Two drives in one turret

Interpolating Y-axis in the front working attachment

Tool turret indexing is performed using an NC rotary axis
that controls movement via an internally meshing planetary
gear. This allows the turret to be indexed to any position
without requiring a mechanical locking mechanism. The free
positioning of the turret makes multiple-tool assignment possible on each station.
Another highlight is the “Dual Drive”, consisting of two
drive trains integrated within one turret. This patented drive
solution reduces non-machining time and thus also machining times per piece. A Traub spokesman said, “The concept
is simple and ingenious: while one tool is in use, the tool
intended for the next work step can be accelerated up to the
desired speed during main time and is immediately available
at full speed after the turret indexing operation”.
Jerky accelerations and delays that were previously unavoidable when reducing auxiliary processing times are now
prevented. In addition, tool holder wear is reduced due to the
lower acceleration values. Even with live tools, chip-to-chip
times are around just 0.3 seconds.

In addition to the two linear X and Z axes, the front
working attachment features a CNC circular axis. By the
interpolation of the rotary axis with the X-axis and the Caxis of the main spindle, the front working attachment can
also be used in the Y direction using an interpolated Y-axis. The particular benefit: when a drilling tool needs to be
corrected to exact center, the necessary corrections can be
simply performed via the CNC controller. That can be help
with small parts which react with great sensitivity to even
minimal offset errors.

Eight additional tools plus one gripper station

The front working attachment makes eight additional
tool stations available. Four of them are used to mount
fixed tools, the other four are for live tools.
There is also a station for a workpiece gripper which
can unload a machined workpiece from the counter spindle.
A time-saving advantage: while the finished workpiece is
discharged from the counter spindle, the next part can be
machined with two tools at the main spindle.
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T h e N E W K i t C a t a l o g f r o m C E R AT I Z I T
Looking for economy? You
found it:

Now, save up to $100 on
every kit!

More than 650 combinations
with state-of-the-art
technology for every
application.

MAXIMUM
ECONOMY
STARTS HERE.

Our new kit catalog has everything you need
for milling and turning – cutters, inserts,
tool holders and technical information.

You know what you need. Now you
know where to find it.
TO VIEW THE CATALOG:
Visit ceratizitpromos.com/kitcatalog
or scan the QR code.
CERATIZIT USA, Inc.
1
586
759
2280 ceratizit.com
1
800
783
2280
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Ganesh
Cyclone-32GTS
6-Axis / Twin Spindle / Twin Gang Slide
CNC Turning Center.

The 1-3/8-inch (36mm) or 1-5/8-inch (42mm) bar diameter opposed
headstock CNC lathe features dual parallel gang-tooled slides and
synchronized “C” Axis spindles and “dead-length” collet chucks for
accurate synchronized part transfer.

Standard Features Include:
• Synchronized “C” Axis on both spindles
• 10-horsepower, 6,000 RPM integral motor spindles
• Parts catcher and parts conveyor
• Chip conveyor
• Rigid tapping on both spindles
• Dual coolant systems with flow confirmation monitoring
The full-featured control includes parallel part programs, MPG, manual
program retrace, multi-color workpiece graphics, and extensive
canned cycles.

Special Package Available with...
EDGE BARFEEDER - Patriot 651

562-597-7824 • Long Beach, CA • bcrawford@edgetechnologies.com
edgetechnologies.com • 314-692-8388 • St. Louis, MO

AUTHORIZED GANESH DEALER
CNC SOLUTIONS

1610 Centre Pointe Drive Milpitas, CA 95035
Ph 408.586.8236 | Fax 408.586.0058
www.cncsolutions.biz
Multi-Axis Bar Machines
Big Bore CNC Lathes
Vertical Machining Centers
CNC Slant Bed Turning Centers

See the Schmidt-Peterson/Ganesh car at the 100th running of the
Indianapolis 500 in May, 2016. Enter to win two FREE tickets at
ganeshmachinery.com/startyourengines, or call 818-349-9166.
© 2015 Ganesh Machinery. All rights reserved. Specifications, features, options, and colors are subject to change without notice. Product shown with optional equipment.

You Gotta Have Heart

Northern California Shop Tackles Challenging Part for Heart Valve
Delivery System

The Nakamura AS-200 is the latest addition to PSP.
In the legendary movie and Broadway play Damn
Yankees, one of the main songs is ‘You gotta have heart’.
A northern California shop and Methods Machine Tools
couldn’t agree more, as they worked together to provide a
unique machining solution for a heart valve delivery system part.
Today’s customers demand high-quality, short leadtimes and competitively priced manufactured parts. Successful manufacturers will increasingly look towards optimizing their manufacturing equipment for the application
at hand in order to ensure the most effective, efficient production processes. Not all machine tools are equal; what
works for a high-mix/low volume operation may not be the
best fit for a complex, high-volume application. This was
what Milpitas, California based Precision Swiss Products,
Inc. (PSP) faced when they decided to take on an attractive
but dedicated high volume job with a steep challenge of
manufacturing a non-conventional part.
46
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PSP took on a job manufacturing the component of
the heart valve delivery system – where a stent is delivered
to expand blood vessels to the heart and implant the heart
valve. The part is approximately 1” in diameter and 2” long
and they are manufacturing about 1,250 parts per week in the
polycarbonate resin Lexan. This part was quite a shift from
their normal job of high mix, low volume work .
PSP is an innovative turn-key manufacturing partner that
facilitates the “napkin-drawing to mass-production” product
lifecycle, specializing in producing extremely complex, tight
tolerance components for the medical and aerospace industry, routinely requiring micron accuracy levels. Positioned
as a Total Cost Supplier, PSP maintains a partnership with
a team of Design for Manufacturability (DFM) experts that
can help meet customers’ financial strategic goals of lowering costs and/or lead times without compromising quality.
“We want to work closely with our customers to reduce Total
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Product life cycle costs. This includes understanding what drives ongoing maintenances costs, part rejection costs across all
vendors, and unnecessary part requirements
that contributes to the manufacturing costs,”
explained Mr. Norbert Kozar, CEO at PSP.
PSP’s expertise in alternative design solutions and value-added engineering helps
reduce manufacturing costs as well as risk
and time to market. PSP’s 65-employee,
22,000 square foot manufacturing facility
runs two full shifts as well as a weekend
shift. PSP plans to expand their facility an
extra 15,000 square feet in the next year to
accommodate increased manufacturing and
assembly demands.
Currently installed on their shop floor
are two wire EDM’s, three HMC’s, six
VMC’s, four lathes, six FANUC Robodrills,
14 Swiss precision screw machines, as well
as passivation equipment and a new Nakamura AS-200 multi-tasking turning center.
PSP earned their ISO 13485 and AS9100
certifications within four to five months in
2007 – a very rare circumstance.
Founded in 1974, PSP was acquired by
Kozar in 2007 with sales at two million dollars. PSP had a very diverse existing customer base with a lot of potential to grow
sales. “All the company needed was a marketing plan, a salesman who could capitalize on the existing customer base, and building new relationships through a new quality
driven strategy method,” said Kozar. By
2013, sales had mushroomed to six million,
rising to seven and a half million in 2014
with sales growing to over ten million for 2015
– or 38% growth. It’s plain to see the company
is on a clear path of healthy growth.

Methods created a chip management system that reduced the
chips from approx. one foot to approximately 4-5 inches.

PSP’s goals moving forward are to expand capacity and
continue tackling higher tolerance work. “Interestingly, we
are moving away from low volume/high mix applications
to high volume, dedicated solutions,” commented Mr. Steve
Dillon, COO/CFO at PSP.

A heart-to-heart with their machine tool supplier
Not only is this part much different than what PSP normally does, it is a considerably difficult material to machine.
“We challenged Methods Machine Tools, Inc. to recommend a machine that could handle this part in a turn-key, highproduction run,” commented Mr. Dillon. Methods stepped up
to the challenge at their 10,820 square foot state-of-the-art
Northern California technology center located at 650 Whitney Street in San Leandro, where all Methods products are
showcased and training, application support, engineering
and customer service are offered.. “Methods proposed the

Nakamura AS-200 high performance multitasking turning
center and a unique custom-programmed chip management
solution for the job,” continued Dillon.
“We were a bit skeptical that finding the right solution
was going to be an easy process because it is a very unusual,
difficult part to machine. You have to be very careful not to
let the friction and heat melt the part because we’re working with Lexan,” explained Kozar. “We sent Methods solid
models and a part diagram. They programmed the part, made
refinements and within one month we were ready to move
ahead on producing it. We were incredibly impressed with
the engineering expertise and service we received.”
The new AS-200 was installed in March 2015 and features a single 4,500 RPM spindle and a 7.5 hp milling motor
on a 6,000 RPM 12-station turret featuring 24-tool capacity
in a heavy duty, compact machine. It is well equipped, with
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The Lexan polycarbonate resin medical part being produced on the Nakamura-Tome AS-200.
a high-speed C-Axis and 82 mm stroke Y-Axis for accurate,
finished parts. Maximum turning diameter is 13.4 inches and
maximum turning length is 11.8 inches. The turning tool is
1.0 inch and the inside boring shank is 1.25 inches.
The AS-200 is designed with a 10.4” high-resolution
LCD panel which works in conjunction with the latest Fanuc
0iTD controller to give a high degree of functionality, coupled with fast processing speeds. The AS-200’s NT Nurse II
software provides user-friendly operation, programming and
production support. In addition, NT Work Navigator software facilitates easy part set-ups with no fixtures required.
“The part is fairly complex and requires both inner and
outer diameter acme threads, which produces many nuisance
chips,” said Kozar. Initially the AS-200 was producing footlong chips that were slowing down the production process.
To address the problem, Methods created a chip management
system using a single point 60% carbide bar for pecking,
along with programming solutions to cut the chips down to a
much more manageable size of four or five inches.
“The frequent pecking action along with the friction and
heat generated by the production process creates substantial
wear on the tools. We are now currently running diamond
coated drills in an effort to further extend tool life and reduce
down time related to changing worn out tools,” commented
Kozar.

ROI in no time

The Nakamura AS-200 was just what the doctor ordered
48
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for this complex part. “We were very impressed with the
turnkey solution Methods provided,” stated Dillon. The AS200 is running mostly lights out, approximately 20 hours a
day, consistently providing high-tolerance, exceptional quality parts. Dillon continued, “Methods’ engineering experience was critical in determining the ideal dedicated solution
for our application. The service team was here at a drop of a
hat to ensure the ongoing efficiency of making the part. They
delivered on what they promised, driving the ROI for PSP.
Their technical team programmed the part efficiently from
the start.”
“Payback was incredibly fast,” said Dillon. “We attained
break even within six and a half months. The AS-200 is very
efficient and a unique solution for this challenging application.”
“Most of the time, machine installations and qualifications encounter some hiccups. Methods made these problems
look insignificant by providing sales and engineering support, even on the weekend,” commented Dillon. “Armand
Flemate, sales representative at Methods, orchestrated on a
Saturday afternoon a high pressure coolant pump exchange
and by Monday afternoon, we had a higher pressure coolant
pump that resulted in an improved chip control system. This
type of service and commitment is hard to find in this industry; however, it is the most over looked attribute of a new
machine acquisition.”
PSP and Methods Machine Tools have truly shown a
lot of heart in their dedication to solve this medical part challenge.
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Chevalier’s NEW QP5X-400, a 40 taper,

high-speed VMC, features 5-axis simultaneous or 4+1 axis applications.
The standard machine is integrated with 2-axis, 12.6" Trunnion Table.
Better accuracy, more productivity, less cycle time, less manpower, higher
profitability. The machine is designed for high-speed, high-precision and highproductivity machining, suitable for the aerospace, medical and mold making
industries. Heavy-duty construction offers high rigidity, with major parts of the
machine constructed of high-quality Meehanite cast iron, offering superior
value for the
money.
NEW EM Series is a high-speed VMC with a cost savings that hammers the competition.
stability.Best
The pre-tensioned,
Class
C3 ballThe
screws
are used in all three axes.
It delivers more bang for your buck and increases your production capabilities. The series is engineered with efficiency to satisfy
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from
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EM1620L, EM2033L and EM2040L. Pricing starts a $48,500
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while
dramatically
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backlash.
A two-axis, 12.5" Trunnion Table
for EM1620L.
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Size:
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•
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0i-MF
(4+1)
Control
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superior stability.
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three-piece,
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supported
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axes
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linear
• Table Load: 220 lbs.
• Work Piece Dimensions: 15.7” x H13.7”
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surface
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Another benefit is quick pick-up speed, with high-speed rigid tapping. Tool capacity is 24 ATC arm type, with a random tool change.
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product
line for all your machining needs.
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what the NEW
EM Series can do for you. Contact your
local dealer or Chevalier for our comprehensive product line
at www.ChevalierUSA.com.
for all your machining needs. Call Chevalier's at 800-243-8253 or visit us at www.ChevalierUSA.com.

SEVEN TIPS TO ENSURE
ACCURATE PROBING
by Dan Silberhorn, Manufacturing Engineer – Programming
Fives Giddings & Lewis

The majority of customers who buy Giddings & Lewis machine tools also invest in
probing. When used correctly, probing can
have significant cost, efficiency and quality benefits. Our experience working with
customers in the field, however, shows that
probing is often underutilized because operators are not familiar with best practices.
The following tips are intended to help operators use probes to make machining processes more precise and efficient.

1. Clean the surfaces you are measuring. This is important for both calibration
and part measurement. Dirty surfaces will
produce false readings affecting calibration
offsets and subsequent part measurements. A
clean surface ensures accurate measurement
results and, ultimately, better part quality.
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2.

Maintain the probe quality
and geometry. Is the stylus assembly
tight? Does it look out of square?
Was the probe dropped or hit? Any of
these will cause measurements to be
off. Treat your probe with the same
care as any other precision measuring
device.

In addition to setup benefits, probing’s in-process advantages include the
automated measurement and updating
of tool offsets. The alternatives to probing during setup – touching off with a
tool, using an edge finder or manual

measurements – are all less precise and
more time consuming. Bottom line,
probes reduce cycle time and the opportunity for human error (and resulting scrap), while improving part quality.

3. Calibrate the probe regularly
to maintain accuracy. Calibration is
performed using an artifact (a standard of known, measured size). If
you do not have an artifact such as
a calibration sphere, a qualified feature on the machine, tool or fixture
can also be used. When our application experts work with customers who
measure with hand tools, they often
ask multiple operators to measure the
same feature. It’s not unusual to get
different values from different operators. The quality of the data input determines the calibration of the probe
and ultimately part precision.
4. Use an artifact or calibration
gauge as close to the part or feature
size as possible. This will yield the
most accurate calibration. For example, if the part to be measured is 20
inches in diameter, try to use an artifact that is close to that size. It helps
to maintain the aspect ratio as close as
possible.
5. When probing, make sure
the stylus tip, not the probe shank,
contacts the part.
6. Verify the accuracy of your
work offsets or measurement reference. This establishes the basis for
measurement of feature location. If
the measurement reference is not accurate, the probe measurements will
be skewed. An inaccurate part setup,
not at part zero for example, affects
probing results.
7. If the probe does not have
automatic shut off, turn it off to save
the battery life. The next operator
will thank you.
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STOP
PAYING FOR
2-1/2 AXIS CAM

FREE PROFESSIONAL
2-1/2 AXIS CAM SOLUTION
FOR SOLIDWORKS

FREE PROFESSIONAL
2-1/2 AXIS CAM SOLUTION
FOR INVENTOR

Get it for FREE at

www.getfreecam.com
Autodesk, the Autodesk logo, Autodesk Inventor, Inventor, and Inventor HSM are registered trademarks or trademarks of Autodesk, Inc., and/or its subsidiaries and/or affiliates in the USA and/or other countries. SOLIDWORKS is a
registered trademark of Dassault Systèmes SolidWorks Corporation. All other brand names, product names, or trademarks belong to their respective holders. Autodesk reserves the right to alter product and services offerings, and
specifications and pricing at any time without notice, and is not responsible
for typographical or graphical errors that may appear in this document. © 2014 Autodesk, Inc. All rights
reserved.
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Visit Us at Booth S-9410

A BIG DEAL.
A BIG REVEAL. SEE IT AT IMTS 2016
Tsugami’s BW209Z 20 mm CNC Lathe offers simultaneous 3-Path Control on Dual Independent Gang
Slides, enabling diverse part processing, including pinch turning and pinch milling. Its standard nine
cutting axes and free, user-friendly Abile software will make easy work of your most complex
machining challenges.

Visit Us at Booth S-9410
866.224.8576 | www.remsales.com
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CAD/CAM

In the last issue, we discussed software for CNC machining: CAD/CAM,
post processing G-code programs and machine simulation. Over the
next few issues, we will dig a little deeper into the individual
components that make up the software side of the CNC workflow.
Ultimately, the most important of these components is the G-code
program. This is the computer code that actually drives the CNC
Machine. However, getting to error free computer code is a time
consuming and difficult process.

By Derek Goodwin

Engineering and manufacturing are closely linked. The mechanical engineer will use CAD
(Computer Aided Design) to create a 3D digital representation of a model or assembly.
The manufacturing engineer (CNC programmer or machinist) will use the CAM system
(Computer Aided Manufacturing) to calculate toolpaths to produce the desired geometrical
shape from a block of raw material using cutting tools.
For the purpose of this article, we will demonstrate the main steps in developing the CAM
program using the Autodesk Inventor HSM¨ CAD/CAM system

The 3D model

Typically, the CNC machinist or programmer will be
presented with a digital 3D model and engineering
blueprint from the design department or customer. The
3D model will be used for CAM programming and the
engineering blueprint will be used to communicate
additional information such as material specification,
inspection data and notes.

Job Setup

The first step in creating a CAM program is to create a new job. The job dialog box allows you
to define your model, stock and work coordinate system.
Once the 3D model and raw material size have been
determined. The computer system will be able to
produce intelligent cutting strategies to remove
material and obtain the desired result.
The coordinate system aligns the digital representation
of the 3D model with the physical position of the part
on the CNC Machine. In this case the part would be
clamped in a vise on a Vertical Machining Center. The Z
axis points straight up, the X axis points to the right
and the Y axis points to the back of the machine. The
X, Y, Z origin point is on top of the raw stock in the
center of the part.
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Define the tools

Next, the cutting tools are defined. These tools can be
accessed from sample tool libraries or created by the
programmer. The tool definition includes: The type of
tool being used, cutting tool geometry and speeds and
feeds.

Create toolpaths

Tool paths are created to drive cutting tools along a
trajectory to produce the desired results. In this case, a
Facing Mill is used to skim the top of the part to create
a flat surface. The ¼Ó diameter flat end mill cuts the
shape around the part and the pocket geometry. A spot
drill pre-spots the drilled holes for accuracy. A drill
produces the holes and a chamfer tool cuts the beveled
edges around the top of the part.

Verify toolpaths

Once the toolpaths have been created. The part is
verified. This a simulation of the cutting tool motion
producing the required shape on the machine. The
programmer can watch tool motion, detect gouges or
missing features and compare a digital version of the
machined model with the designed model.
Verification and comparison are two of the most
valuable attributes of using a CAM system, as the part
can be checked virtually, reducing prove-out time on
the CNC Machine.

Generate G-code program

The G-code program for the CNC Machine is now output by activating the correct post
processor for your machine. The post processor translates the graphic program on the screen
into X, Y, and Z coordinates for the CNC program. The cutting tool spins in the machine
spindle and the machine moves to sculpt the geometric shape from the raw material. The Gcode program is sent to the CNC Machine controller via cable, USB flash drive or wireless
connection.
The programmer also produces a setup sheet that documents raw material specifications, how
the part should be setup on the machine, cutting tool requirements and additional
instructions that can be communicated to the CNC Machine setup person.
If you would like to download a trial version of Inventor HSM, navigate to cam.autodesk.com

Written by Derek Goodwin CAD/CAM Applications: Selway Machine Tool
dgoodwin@selwaytool.com
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Product Preview

Tsugami/Rem Sales Launches Next
Generation of Tsugami CNC
Machines
chines to an external position behind the machines and installed two additional support
ribs in the space that held the control cabinet. Tsugami also redesigned the machines’
castings, effectively increasing the weight of
some machines by over 650 pounds.
“The increased mass is expected to improve cutting ability,” Mugno said. “We
anticipate improvements in part runout and
straightness, particularly after parts have
been transferred from the main spindle to
the subspindle.”

Tsugami/Rem Sales, the exclusive North American
importer of Precision Tsugami machine tools, recently announced the release of four next generation Tsugami CNC
machines.
The new models represent the third generation of Tsugami’s opposed gang tool CNC lathes and are identified
with a “-III” after their base model numbers. Newly released models include the B0125-III, B0126-III, B0205-III
and the B0206-III.
The B0125-III and B0126-III are 12 mm machines with
five and six axes, respectively. The B0205-III and B0206III are 20 mm machines with five and six axes, respectively.
“Tsugami machines are already among the heaviest,
most rigid machines in their class,” Tsugami/Rem Sales
vice president Mike Mugno said, “but these next generation
models are even heavier and more rigid. This means operators can cut more aggressively while experiencing better
finishes and longer tool life,” Mugno said.
To increase the machines’ overall rigidity, Tsugami
moved the electrical control cabinet from inside the ma58		
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Other machine enhancements include increasing the main spindle cross tool speeds
from 5,000 rpm to 8,000 rpm, lengthening
the back spindle slide stroke on the X2 and
Z2 axes, increasing the ball screw diameters,
expanding the tool area inside the machines,
and expediting chip flow and removal.
Tsugami also updated the machines’ programming software. One new feature, “part
program checking”, analyzes the part program code and provides the operator with
suggested code optimizations to increase the
operating speed of the program and subsequently reduce part
cycle time. The thermal displacement compensation function
has also been enhanced and can now be used on every linear
axis. Other software changes include improvements to the
rapid feed override process and automatic back tool post interference protection.
All four machines include Tsugami’s free Abile programming software and all are convertible, meaning they can be
run as traditional Swiss style lathes using a guide bushing or
operated with an optional chucker kit, which can be quickly
installed.
Tsugami plans to launch more next generation models
over the next 12 months, Mugno said.
Tsugami/Rem Sales will demonstrate the new B0205-III
at the International Manufacturing Technology Show (IMTS)
in Chicago this September. To see the Tsugami products at
IMTS, visit the Tsugami/Rem Sales booth in the South Hall,
S-9410.
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High-Tech
Grinding

HIGH PRODUCTIVITY
If you’re faced with single component high-precision multi-function grinding
consider a UGM-12 24NC 3-Spindle Universal Grinder . . .This compact grinder
●

houses a high-performance turret style head that provides standard OD, Angular OD/Face
and ID grinding in a single chucking. This dramatically boosts productivity while assuring
exceptional workpiece geometries and unparalleled accuracy. It’s the ideal choice for
complex parts that typically require multiple grinders.
Check out these value-driven performance features:
■ High-Productivity Single Chucking: Plain OD / Angular OD/Face / ID
■ Double-V slideways assure precise tracking and long-term accuracy
and reliability
■ Zero Table Overhang
■ Precise Ballscrew Table Drive
■ DD Motor assures extremely accurate spindle indexing for superb accuracies
■ Built-in High-Precision Spindles are temperature controlled for thermal stability

Dynamic 3-Spindle
Rotating Turret Head
dramatically boosts
productivity!

Okamoto Corporation

370 Corporate Woods Parkway Vernon Hills, IL 60061 USA Tel: (847) 235-3500 Fax: (847) 235-3274
California Office: 14944 Shoemaker Ave., Unit J Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670 Tel: (562) 921-0099 Fax: (562) 921-0199
Kentucky Office: 140 Production Ct.
Louisville, KY 40299 Tel: (502) 749-1506 Fax: (502) 749-1525

www.okamotocorp.com

S. CALIFORNIA
Machinery Sales Co.
Tel: 626-581-9211
www.mchysales.com
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WASHINGTON
Ellison Technologies, Inc.
Tel: 253-872-1661
www.ellisontechnologies.com

COLORADO
Hartwig, Inc.
Tel: 303-373-9450
www.hartwiginc.com

OREGON
Ellison Technologies, Inc.
www.CNC-West.com
Tel: 503-682-3280
www.ellisontechnologies.com

UTAH
Hartwig, Inc.
Tel: 801-231-5600
www.hartwiginc.com

N. CALIFORNIA
Clancy Machine Tool, Inc.
Tel: 510-257-3200
www.clancymachinetool.com
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Fallbrook Calif - 760-666-0309
1-888-289-3367 - www.EDMNetwork.com
info@EDMNetwork.com
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Industry News
CARVEsmart™ and MiteeBite Products Offer Workholding Solution

VERICUT Helps Grade
Turning and Milling Skills
USA/NIMS Contest
Submissions

CGTech will be on hand at the
National Leadership and Skills Conference (NLSC), June 21-23, 2016, to
help grade multiple SkillsUSA/NIMS
events related to (CNC) machining.
The purpose of the CNC mill, CNC
lathe and CNC technician contests is to
evaluate each contestant’s preparation
for employment in CNC programming.
In addition, it recognizes outstanding
students for excellence and professionalism. The contest will assess
the ability to write CNC programs,
interpret prints, and measure/gage
parts. Participants will also demonstrate theoretical knowledge of CNC
machine configuration, setup and
operations.
CGTech technical support engineers will use VERICUT software
to evaluate the accuracy of the NC
programs created, while also ensuring the programs will run without
violating safety standards or damaging machines. After each student’s
NC program has been simulated, the
virtual workpiece will be compared to
the design model.
VERICUT machine simulation
detects collisions and near-misses
between all machine tool components
such as axis slides, heads, turrets,
rotary tables, spindles, tool changers,
fixtures, workpieces, cutting tools, and
other user-defined objects. Machine
movements can also be simulated
while stepping or playing backwards
in review mode.
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CARVEsmart™, a division of Bellatex Industries and maker of a quickchange vise jaw system, is teaming
up with Mitee-Bite Products LLC., to
offer a unique workholding solution
that combines the best technology each
of the companies has available.
CARVEsmart has developed MiteeBite-authorized TalonTop dovetailed
jaws which are TALONGrip-ready.
The TalonTop jaws are machined to accept Mitee Bite’s TALONgrip clamps
which will edge grip as little as 0.060”
of material. CARVEsmart provides
pairs of 1018 cold rolled steel 6” and
8” TALONtop dovetailed jaws with
SMARTstop pins and 10-32 set screws
included. The 8” pairs extend a 6” vise
to 8” clamping width.
The TalonTop dovetailed jaws
are sold by CARVEsmart. The
recommended Mitee-Bite #32050
TALONgrip clamps and #32020 stops
are sold through Mitee-Bite distributors.
Michael McCarthy, Mitee-Bite
Products national sales manager added,
“Our interest is to provide solutions to
our customers that increase productivity immediately and are easy to use.
Our two companies share the same
goals for our customers – do a better
job faster.”
The patented CARVEsmart system,
combined with the Mitee-Bite technology, is designed for production and
tool-room applications.Dovetailed
jaw changes are fast and easy with the
“from the top” clamping system.
The clamp assembly pulls dovetailed jaws tightly into two axes while
a SMARTstop™ pin locates the jaw
accurately in the third axis promising
+/-0.0003” relocation. The SMARTstop slot and pin is internal to the
dovetail allowing vises to be mounted
side-by-side.
Extruded, aluminum dovetailed
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jaw stock is available in five profiles
in lengths up to 94”. It can be cut to
any length the user requires. Steel options are 60/62rc hardened tool steel,
48/50rc A2 machineable tool steel,
and 1018 steel. Specialty jaws are also
available.

MC Machinery Systems
Hires Fred Puzon as National Sales Manager in its
Machining Technologies
Division

MC Machinery Systems, a wholly
owned subsidiary of Mitsubishi Corp.,
recently filled its national sales position with an engineering, sales, ac-

count and operations manager with
nearly 26 years of experience in the
metalworking industry. Fred Puzon
joins as a national sales manager responsible for managing all sales and
product development activities in the
company’s machining technologies
department. This department includes
milling, 5-axis machining and turning
solutions.
Mr. Puzon comes to MC Machinery
with extensive mechanics and mechanical engineering sales experience
gained from a number of positions
in the metalworking industry. His
employment experience includes
CNC WEST June/July 2016
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leadership positions with a variety of
corporations, including Hyundai-WIA
Machine America, DMG MORI, Mori
Seiki USA, Inc., and others.
Mr. Puzon brought an understanding of establishing and managing
supply chains for start-up machine
tool factories, increasing amounts
of local-sourced parts and generating wide profit margins on national
and international levels, skills he
gained in multiple positions with Mori
Seiki USA, Inc., to his most recent
sales support manager position with
Hyundai-WIA Machine America. With
Hyundai-WIA, Puzon oversaw product
implementations, applications, marketing efforts and sales, serving as a go-to
for distributors throughout the entire
sales process.

worldwide.”
Microlution was founded in 2005
by three engineers from the Chicago
region. The company specializes in

5-axis milling and femtosecond laser
for hole drilling and micro-cutting
applications for a wide range of industries, including aerospace, medical

GF Machining Solutions
to Acquire Innovative
Micro-Machining Specialist

GF Machining Solutions has announced an agreement to purchase 100
percent of the shares of Microlution
Inc, a Chicago-based developer of
micro-machining products incorporating milling and laser technologies.
The acquisition of Microlution is
in line with GF Machining Solutions’
strategy to enlarge its technology
portfolio to fully meet the needs of
manufacturers in targeted industry
segments, including aerospace and
medical. Microlution and GF Machining Solutions have mutually agreed to
keep the sales conditions confidential.
“We warmly welcome Microlution
to GF,” says Yves Serra, CEO of GF.
“The company has developed, within a
short time, a remarkable know-how in
micro-machining, which complements
very well the technology portfolio of
GF Machining Solutions. We look
forward to supporting Microlution in
widening its presence in the US and
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and automotive. It generated $10 million in sales in 2015 and employs 30
individuals.

OSG USA, INC. Acquires
Amamco Tool & Supply
Co., Inc.

OSG USA, Inc., a leading manufacturer of taps, drills, end mills, dies
and indexable cutting tools, announced
that it has acquired Amamco, an ISO
9001:2008 and AS9100C registered
company that manufactures high-quality, custom, carbide tools for manufacturers in the aerospace, automotive and
medical industries.
Founded in 1972, Amamco will
continue to operate in Duncan, SC as
an independent company led by newly
appointed president (and former vp at

Amamco), Jon Salem.
“With their success supplying
customer-specified, carbide tooling to
major aerospace companies, our acquisition of Amamco helps OSG meet our
global initiative to grow our business in
the aerospace industry,” said Michael
Grantham, president of OSG USA, Inc.
and new CEO of Amamco.

American National Carbide Launches Reorganization

American National Carbide (ANC),
a 45-year old manufacturer of tungsten
carbide products announces a major
reorganization. In a complete restructuring of the management team, newly
appointed CEO, D. Greg Stroud, has
named new vice presidents to lead the

four major areas of the company.
Ms. Janet Siltanen, a licensed CPA
with multiple degrees and 16 years of
experience in accounting, finance, and
HR, was appointed vp of finance and
administration. Mr. Gilbert Roeder, a
15-year veteran of the carbide industry
with expertise in the metalworking
arena, was chosen to be vp of sales
and marketing. Mr. Jack Leared, who
attained a wealth of carbide knowledge
by spending 20 years moving up the
ranks inside the organization, will lead
all production operations as vp of manufacturing. And Mr. Quang Nguyen, a
degreed engineer with over 5 years of
experience in the carbide industry, was
appointed vp of engineering.
“These appointments represent the
foundation of our reorganization plan,
which was initiated last October when
I took control of the company,” says

PROVIDING HIGH QUALITY PRECISION
MACHINE TOOLS FOR OVER 45 YEARS.
Phone: 951-277-8885 — email:webbmachinery@aol.com

LATHES, MILLS, CNC, NEW AND USED

Introducing… The Webb
CNC Mini Mill VMC 2414
Compact Machining
Center - Made by First Mfg

Special Factory Direct
Price $42,900
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WEBB TW-QIF-32 Bed
Mill
Loaded $37,900.00

•
•
•
•

Travel 32"x18"x18"
Spindle: 7 1/2HP
6000 RPM
40 Taper
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WEBB Champ CNC
Knee Mill

WEBB Champ CNC Knee Mills
starting at $24,395

• 3HP to 5HP
• R8 to 40 Taper
• 9"x42" to
10"x54" Table
Available w/ New
Acu-Rite 3500i
CNC Package
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Stroud. “The new management structure is much leaner and will improve
internal efficiencies, but this is just the
beginning.”
Other initiatives include investment
in new equipment to eliminate capacity constraints, streamlining inventory
and increasing stock on popular items,
Six Sigma training for all employees,
and other projects meant to improve
product quality and deliveries.

Haimer USA Cuts Ribbon
on New North American
Headquarters

Haimer USA, a subsidiary of the
German high-precision tool holder
manufacturer Haimer GmbH, has
recently cut the ribbon on their new
25,000 square foot North American

headquarters.
Located in the Chicago suburb of
Villa Park, Haimer’s new headquarters
is designed and built to help facilitate
the company’s growth in the North
American marketplace. It features
state-of-the-art training facilities able
to accommodate up to fifty people. The
expanded showroom includes a CNC
machining center for demo cuts, shrink
fit and balancing machines under
power, and Haimer’s complete range of
tool holding solutions on display. Both
the training facilities and showroom
are wired with HD cameras for live
and web-based presentations.
From their new facility, Haimer will
also be providing balance inspection,
precision balancing, and data chipping
services for tool holders from Haimer
or any other manufacturer.
Future
OV
ER 40
service offerings will include end mill

regrinding as well as Safe-Lock groove
modifications.
On hand for the ribbon cutting
ceremony were Franz Haimer (CEO
Haimer GmbH), Claudia Haimer
(CMO Haimer GmbH), Andreas
Haimer (president of Haimer GmbH),
Franz Josef Haimer (manager special
projects, Haimer GmbH), Kathrin
Haimer (head of HR, Haimer GmbH),
Brendt Holden (president of Haimer
USA), and Mark Tomkins (president &
CEO the German American Chamber
of Commerce of the Midwest, Inc.),
as well as representatives from major
machine tool builders, cutting tool
companies, Haimer distributors, and
other manufacturers.
“Our new North American headquarters gives us the opportunity to
better
Y E Ashowcase
R S O Four technology and
service our customers,” said Mr. Hold-

I N N O V A T I O N

OVER 40 YEARS OF
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Scan the world—you’ll never find 5-axis technology like this.

PH20 5-axis touchtrigger system

Get ready to take your CMM measurement routine to an
entirely new level by harnessing the power of Renishaw’s
5-axis technologies. Our exclusive designs tame the
dynamic errors on your CMM so you no longer need to
choose between speed or accuracy. Advancements in
head, sensor and control design allow for synchronized
movement of the head and machine—delivering

unprecedented measuring speed and flexibility. Whether
you need touch-trigger, scanning, non-contact, or surface
finish inspection, you can experience breakthrough
productivity and reduced lead times by as much as 900%.
Turn your inspection process up to 5!

www.renishaw.com/revo

Renishaw Inc Hoffman Estates, IL www.renishaw.com
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en. “As the North American metal cutting industry gravitates towards higher
precision to reduce their machining
times and stay globally competitive,
we are now better positioned than ever
to assist our customers and partners in
that effort.”

SMTCL-Americas Holds
Successful “Heavy Metal”
Open House

SMTCL-Americas held a 2-day
open house event in their City of Industry technical center on March 23rd
and 24th. The theme of the open house

CHECK US OUT ON YOUTUBE
AT “SETCO WEST”

YOUR LOCAL SOURCE FOR
EXTENSIVE REBUILD CAPABILITIES
1Analysis

3Price Quote

5ReAssembly

2Inspection

4Replacement

6Return

REPAIR CAPABILITIES:
HIGH SPEED CNC

BELT/GEAR DRIVEN

INTEGRAL MOTORIZED

OEM

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC

ULTRA HIGH SPEED

FREE PICKUP & DELIVERY IN CALIFORNIA & ARIZONA
COMPLETE 1-YEAR WARRANTY
Huntington Beach California Service Center
1-714-372-3730
setco.com
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was “Heavy Metal” and featured 8 machine-cutting demonstrations. Attendees were given “SMTCL Heavy Metal”
T-Shirts, Hats, and Portable Mobile
Phone Chargers. Lunch, snacks, and
beverages were also served each day
of the open house.
The event, which was attended by
over 200 people, included seminars on
“New Breakthroughs in Tooling Technology”, “High Speed Machining”,
“Reducing Cycle Time with High Pressure Coolant”, “How to get the most
out of your CNC Control”, and “New
ways to automate your Machine Tool”.
Technology companies that joined
the event and displayed products
included ChipBlaster, Kennametal,
Siemens, Fanuc, SurfCam, Detron, and
VersaBuilt. Cal-Poly Pomona’s Society
of Automotive Engineers racing team
also brought both their Baja car and
their Formula Car to demonstrate how
they use SMTCL’s CNC Technology.
SMTCL’s chief operating officer,
Jerry McCarty, stated “These events
are great in that I get to spend some
time with our customers and they can
see new developments in our industry.
It is rare that a customer can come into
one facility and see CNC boring mills,
CNC horizontal lathes, vertical machining centers, tapping centers, radial
drills, and engine lathes all under one
roof”. McCarty also added, “This is
also a great opportunity for our quality
control guys and service personnel to
meet customers that they may not have
interacted with before. The SMTCL
Team uses this event to both thank their
existing customers and meet potential
new customers”.

OGP® Appoints New Representative in Arizona

OGP® (Optical Gaging Products), a
division of Quality Vision International
(QVI®), announced that Innovative
Measuring Systems (IMS) has been
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appointed to represent OGP throughout
Arizona, effective April 1, 2016.
Mr. Ken Lambert, president of
IMS, has over 20 years experience in
manufacturing and quality. Formerly
an OGP representative based in Utah
for eight years, Ken has developed a
proven track record providing sales,
training, service and support to OGP
customers. IMS will offer expert
metrology support, equipment sales,
training, calibration and maintenance
services to OGP and VICIVISION
measurement systems throughout
Arizona.
IMS is an authorized distributor of
all QVI brands and products, including
RAM video measuring systems, CCP
optical comparators, VIEW MicroMetrology systems and KOTEM
dimensional analysis software.
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Methods Machine Tools
Appoints Jerry Rex
As Chief Operating Officer

Methods Machine Tools, Inc. announced the appointment of Mr. Jerry
Rex as
chief operating officer of all
Methods
Machine
Tools operations.
The key
appointment of
Mr. Rex, a manufacturing industry
veteran with more than 25 years of
management experience, complements
Methods’ strategic plans for future
growth.

www.CNC-West.com

“It is my distinct pleasure to have
Jerry in this new position on our
management team,” said Mr. Bryon
Deysher, president & CEO, of Methods Machine Tools, Inc. “Jerry brings
an energetic, passionate approach to
leadership and shares the vision for
Methods’ future. He is an excellent
communicator, motivator and team
builder who will have assignments
that will touch every level of the organization.”
Spanning 40 years, Mr. Rex’s manufacturing career began with a machinist
position at GE Locomotive and he
steadily rose from roles in engineering and applications to production and
sales management and executive positions at manufacturers and machine
tool organizations. Most recently he
served as executive vice president of
Concept Machine Tools (Minneapolis,
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MN). Prior to Concept Machine Tools,
Rex was president of Hegman Machinery, LLC, a Morris Group Company,
from 2013 to 2015 and 20 years prior
he had roles including president of
Morris South (Charlotte, NC), vice
president of Gosiger, Inc. (Dayton,
OH) and regional manager of J&H
Machine Tools (Richmond, VA). Mr.
Rex also served as first vice chairman
of AMT, where he continues to serve
on the board of directors. Rex will be
based out of Methods Machine Tools
Corporate Headquarters in Sudbury,
MA.

New National Sales Manager at Emco Corporation

Emco Corporation has named Mark
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Ashworth national sales manager, according to Gary Hulihan, U.S. Emco
Corporation president. Mr. Ashworth
has held key positions with Germanbased machinery manufacturers including Heller and DMG Mori.
Emco Group / Mecof serves its
customers with cost-effective manufacturing solutions and world class
service support. Emco Group / Mecof
has supplied an impressive range of
CNC milling , turning and multitasking
machines for a wide span of industries,
including educational, die/mold, automotive, agriculture, hydraulic, medical
and aerospace.
Mr. Ashworth will develop, manage and support the national dealer
network, as well Emco’s internal sales
engineers, proposal and applications
teams.

www.CNC-West.com

“Our
teams are
comprised
of highly
skilled
professionals,
who each
have many
years’ experience
within various aspects of the manufacturing industry, each team member
bringing different experiences and
a level of professionalism that most
organizations would envy,” Mr. Ashworth said. “My task is to focus our
talent on solving customer production
challenges,” he said.
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Methods 3D Installs 3D
Systems’ 3D Printers In
Technical Centers Across
The U.S.

Methods 3D, Inc., a newly formed
subsidiary of Methods Machine Tools,
Inc. announced the addition of the new
high-throughput ProJet® MJP 3600 to
its growing line of 3D printers and direct metal
3D printers
from 3D
Systems.
T h e
ProJet MJP
3600 is designed for
professional product
prototyping
and manufacturing
across numerous industries. The
MultiJet Printing technology produces
high definition parts, in addition to
providing a high capacity build volume
and exceptionally fast print speeds up to twice the speed of the previous
generation. The company reports its
data processing capabilities support
files up to 250% larger, enabling enhanced productivity for a wide range of
prototyping, casting and end-use part
production needs, as well as producing
the truest-to-CAD parts.
The series ProJet MJP 3600 include
models designed for printing detailed
wax patterns for jewelry castings,
precise patterns for other lost wax
foundry casting applications, and dental applications for precise models and
casting wax ups.
The high resolution of multi-jet
printing means that even fine features
come out correctly. Support structure
is comprised of easy to remove, meltaway wax for simple post-processing.
The ProJet MJP 3600 provides a
large net build volume (xyz) 11.75”
x 7.3” x 8” exceptionally fast print
speeds and high definition parts. There
is a choice of materials and selectable
CNC WEST June/July 2016

print resolutions. It works with VisiJet
materials in UV curable plastic, in a
range of colors, translucency, and tensile strengths, as well as castable wax.
Methods 3D has installed the ProJet

MJP 3600 within its multiple technology centers across the US to provide
product demonstration, training, support, and development of customer
solutions.

www.zoller-usa.com
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Industry News
Heimatec Introduces
New Tooling Catalog

Heimatec, recently released a new
product catalog featuring an overview
of its full line of precision tooling and
related products.
Heimatec has one of the widest
range of live tools available in the
industry, with over 40,000 designs in
its database. In addition to live tooling,
Heimatec’s new 24-page, 4/C catalog
also features the patented U-tecR
changing system, HT quick change,
angle heads, multiple spindles and
static tools.
Heimatec is acknowledged as a
world leader in live tools, angle heads
and multi-spindle drill heads. The company manufactures tools for the most
popular machines, including DMG
Mori, Doosan, Eurotech, Feeler, Haas,
Hardinge, Hurco, Hwacheon, Hyundai,

Mazak, Miyano, Nakamura, Okuma,
Samsung, Takisawa, Victor Fortune
and Yama Seiki.
In addition to the standard tooling lines,
H e i matec
a l s o
offers
special
purpose
tooling.
H e i matec
tooling
experts
work directly with customers to design custom solutions to suit specific
requirements for all CNC lathes, helping to solve the most challenging applications in myriad markets served by
the company.

Wells Fargo Awards Workshops For Warriors $75,000
Grant
Workshops for Warriors has announced it received a $75,000 grant
from Wells Fargo.
“We are grateful to Wells Fargo for
its commitment to social responsibility
and for selecting our organization as a
grant recipient. These funds are vital
to our being able to provide training
to veterans seeking to make a better
life for themselves,” said Hernàn Luis
y Prado, founder of Workshop for
Warriors. “It is an honor that we were
given the largest grant to date and we
are thrilled to have such a reputable
company supporting our efforts.”
“Workshops for Warriors’ veterans
are living proof that when you get
proper training and support, a transition into civilian life can be success-

Your One-Stop Solution for
Metal Forming and Fabrication
AS9100 CERTIFIED

Our Capabilities:
• Hydroforming
• Stretchforming, Bump Forming
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ful,” said Brian Lee, North San Diego
area bank president. “At Wells Fargo
we believe we can only be successful
if the communities in which we do
business also succeed. We are proud
to support Workshops for Warriors and
all of its efforts to help veterans gain a
better quality of life.”

in the Arizona marketplace,” said Ray
Beauregard, Jr., who co-owns the company along with Cornel Loghin. “The
addition of Kitamura Machinery adds a
very high quality machine tool line that

is well rounded in the machining center
product offerings. We are excited about
this opportunity to build both the CNC
PROS and Kitamura Machinery brands
in the Arizona marketplace.”

JERGENS WORKHOLDING SOLUTIONS

Mahr Federal Names New
Sales Director

Mahr Federal, Providence, R.I.,
recently named Stuart Manser director of sales, Precision Gages for North
America. Manser will be responsible
for planning and directing the sales
team for the Precision Gage product
line, including defining sales territory
and hiring sales staff.
“Stuart is an experienced sales management professional with more than
20 years of solid performance, providing measurement and control solutions
to multiple industrial sectors in Europe,
Americas and Asia,” said Mahr Federal
CEO Tony Picone. “He is known for
working closely with customers and
building high performance sales teams
by hiring, developing and motivating
talented professionals. We’re happy
to welcome him to our Mahr Federal
team.”
Manser was most recently regional
sales & channel manager for NDC
Technologies, non-contact measurement and control systems. Previously
he worked for Beta LaserMike Europe
as general manager, then U.S. West
Coast regional sales & channel manager and eventually Asia sales director.

EFFICIENCY

IN MOTION

NEXT LEVEL QUICK-CHANGE FixturING
Today’s CNC machining centers offer incredible performance and capability, yet
they are only as productive as we make them. Underutilized machines due to long
changeover time zap productivity and rob profitability.
Jergens provides the tools to get the
most from your production floor:

Powerful results give you the
competitive edge:

» Multiple workholding systems with high
accuracy and repeatability

» Increased spindle uptime

» Our engineers know CNC machines
and the workholding that provides the
greatest productivity
» 75 years of experience, innovative
products and improved machining

» Quick change-over
» Improve productivity
» Real cost savings and rapid payback
(ROI)

Learn more about your next level of productivity at jergensinc.com/IMTS

Kitamura Appoints CNC
PROS as Arizona Dealer

Kitamura Machinery has named
CNC PROS as its exclusive dealer for
Arizona.
“CNC PROS was designed around
meeting the needs of small, medium
and large scale manufacturing facilities
CNC WEST June/July 2016
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Industry News
Mike Betts Installed as
President of the Spring
Manufacturers Institute
(SMI)

William "Michael" Betts IV, chairman and CEO of Betts Company, was
installed as the new president of the
Spring Manufacturers Institute (SMI)
during the association's 2016 annual
meeting in Dana Point, California.
Betts will serve a two-year term for
the trade association that represents the
North American spring manufacturing
industry.

Doosan Celebrates Open
House at North American
Technical Center

The sales, engineering, and executive staff at Doosan Machine Tools

America hosted a festive Open House
recently, celebrating the company’s
recently expanded Technical Center
in Pine Brook, New Jersey. The company welcomed valued customers
and its North American distributor
network. The three-day event served
to introduce and confirm to attendees
the support that Doosan offers from
its Technical Center and its strength
in developing new machine tool technologies.
Visitors enjoyed tours of the Center and watched, listened and learned
about the various machines Doosan
unveiled at the Open House in the
redesigned demonstration area. For
example, the company’s Compact
Linear Pallet System (LPS) was integrated with Doosan’s HP5100II HMC
was shown how it’s an ideal solution
for aerospace components and other

Pictured L to R are Clarissa Goffinski,
marketing manager; Henry Kim, director of pre-sales and product engineering; Glenn Pedersen, director of inside
sales and operations; Y.B. Lee, director
of post sales; Andrew McNamara, director of sales and marketing; Youngkyun Choi, CEO (Doosan Machine
Tools America Corporation); James
Kim, director of strategy and planning

high productivity applications. A Puma
MX 1600ST mill-turn center was also
highlighted that offers manufacturers a
compact footprint and bed length for
smaller parts such as those made in the

EXPERIENCE THE FUTURE OF
MANUFACTURING
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BOOTH W-2080
ROTARY TABLES
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medical sector. Another key system
in action at the Open House was the
DNM 200 5AX, which the company
said is a cost-effective 5-axis machine
that is aimed at reducing setup time and
part handling for improved component
accuracy.
In addition to the fully-functioning
demonstration area packed with machines comprising CNC turning centers, machining centers and automation
cells and systems, the 35,000 sq. ft.
Technical Center features dedicated
applications engineering, training,
spindle lab, parts warehouse, and service departments. The parts warehouse
in the Technical Center is a particularly
comprehensive inventory, enabling
Doosan to respond to customers’ needs
quickly.

precision industrial machine sectors.
“This presence will allow us to
be more responsive to the needs of
our customers in these industries,”
said Dr. Heinrich Schwenke, CEO of
Etalon AG.

Bruce Fiander is the new subsidiary’s general manager. Fiander
has spent his career in industrial and
aerospace sales. He has experience in
portable industrial metrology, particularly in the aerospace sector

Hyundai WIA Announces
Vice President

Hyundai WIA Machine America
Corp., announced Steve Pegram as
vice president for the USA, Canada and
Mexico, with responsibility for sales
and marketing, engineering, logistics
and customer support.
“Steve Pegram will help deliver a
new focus for the business as it starts
to increase market share in the North
American markets with new advanced
specification products, total production solutions and refined customer
support,” said a company spokesperson. “As a global automotive brand,
Hyundai has helped gain credibility in
product design, technology and quality; the same applies to the machine
tool products that are now gaining
market acceptance.”

Etalon Establishes Subsidiary In The U.S.

Measurement technology specialist
Etalon has established Etalon North
America Inc.
Founded in Kirkland, WA, the new
subsidiary will help Etalon focus on
the North American aerospace and high
CNC WEST June/July 2016
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New High Resolution Surface Profiling Sensor
—OGP®

OGP® (Optical Gaging Products),
a division of Quality Vision International (QVI®), introduces its TeleStar® Probe high resolution surface
profiling sensor. TeleStar Probe is the
newest of many specialized sensors
available for OGP multisensor dimensional measurement systems.
TeleStar Probe is a self-contained
off-axis partial coherence interferometric range sensor for surface contour
measurement. It offers measured point
resolution in the sub-micron (< 0.1
micron) range, and provides excellent
performance on both specular and
light-scattering diffuse surfaces. The
probe is fast and accurate, quickly
scanning up to 500 data points per second with 1.0 micron accuracy and 0.1
micron repeatability. TeleStar Probe
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features a 25 mm constant working
distance, and its shallow return angle
allows measurement deep inside bores
and blind holes. TeleStar Probe is
mounted in a mechanical deployment
mechanism that retracts it out of the
way when not in use.
TeleStar Probe uses the same advanced interferometric technology
available previously only on OGP
SmartScope® Quest, and makes it now
available on OGP’s more cost-effective
SmartScope ZIP® Advance product
line, significantly enhancing ZIP Advance sensor capability and measurement versatility. TeleStar Probe may
be specified as an optional sensor for
new SmartScope ZIP Advance orders,
or it may be retrofitted onto existing
ZIP Advance systems.
TeleStar Probe is compatible with
QVI ZONE3®, MeasureMind® 3D
MultiSensor and VMS metrology
software platforms. ZONE3, QVI’s

www.CNC-West.com

premium CAD-based 3D metrology
software, features a clear, simple user
interface, and its kinematic model
simulates the machine, part, fixtures,
and measuring sensor, updated in real
time. Built-in productivity maximizing
tools, integrated GD&T functionality,
and visual validation of measurement
intent offer speed and power to the
measurement process. ZONE3 supports simultaneous use of multiple
sensors, making appropriate tools
available for complex measurement
tasks.

Expanded EDNC-Series
Line
—Makino

Makino announces the latest expansion to its EDNC-Series sinker EDM
machines, the EDNC10, EDNC15 and
EDNC20. Designed to provide a powerful blend of power, speed and preci-
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proves productivity by streamlining
and simplifying the machine interface.
Its 24-inch high-definition monitor
provides touch-screen technology similar to that of smartphones and tablets,
enabling the use of pinch, swipe and

sion in large work envelopes, Makino
reports these new EDNC sinker EDMs
accommodate massive, heavy workpieces while still producing delicate,
fine features with high accuracy and
exceptional surface finish.
“The rigid and precise construction of the EDNC-Series enables the
EDNC10, EDNC15 and EDNC20
to achieve the accuracy and surface
finish levels found on smaller sinker
EDM machines”, said Brian Pfluger,
Makino’s EDM product line manager.
They all feature 60-amp (80 Peak
amps) power supplies as standard, with
120 or 240-amp options available. The
EDNC10 and EDNC15 machines are
designed with a full three-sided programmable drop tanks. The EDNC20
features a programmable rise and fall
front door, which controls dielectric
fluid level, and can be set to match the
height of the workpiece.
Makino’s proprietary Hyper technologies included on all 3 machines
ensure the ideal mix of speed, surface
finish and reduced electrode wear.
Makino reports that HyperCut
technology is a new generator function
that increases power levels without
requiring additional reduction on the
electrode, and it improves roughing
speeds greatly without affecting workpiece accuracy or surface quality.
Each EDNC-Series machine is
equipped with the new Hyper-i control
system, which is the same system used
on Makino’s wire EDM products, signifying a standardization of Makino’s
EDM machine controls. Hyper-i imCNC WEST June/July 2016

spread movements to select machining
conditions for workpiece and electrode
material type, and the desired feature
shape and surface finish.
SuperSpark IV is an advanced adaptive control technology that optimizes

NO ROOM
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When a smooth-running shop depends on every part working together flawlessly, look to
Mitutoyo’s Benchmark Series. These aren’t just entry-level tools – they’re precision measuring
instruments that form the foundation of every shop’s quality assurance capabilities.
Whether you’re looking to improve precision, increase shop productivity, or both, these tools
will move your benchmark to the next level.
Small Tools // Form Measurement // Hardness Testers // CMM // Vision Systems // Digital Readouts

For more information or to schedule a demonstration,
visit Benchmark.Mitutoyo.com or call 1-888-MITUTOYO
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the machining discharge power and
electrode jump motions during roughing and finishing operations. This
technology is especially effective on
rib or drafted electrodes.
All EDNC-Series sinker EDMs
can be equipped with Makino’s proprietary High-Quality Surface Finish™ (HQSF) technology. The HQSF
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technology can extend tool life through
improved surface integrity, and can
also reduce cycle time even when fine
surface finishes are not required.
The HS-Rib Z-Axis configuration
reduces rough machining speeds of
small electrodes, such as plastic injection tooling ribs or pin gate details, and
provides enhanced jump speeds.

www.CNC-West.com

5-Axis Multi-Sided CNC
Machining
—Okuma

Okuma’s new MU-4000V offers
5- axis multi-sided machining and is
well suited for the aerospace and die/
mold industries. It provides high speed,
process intensive machining combined
with turning and 5-axis multitasking
machining.
This versatile machine features a
large work envelope and substantial
base in a compact footprint. Its sturdy
design offers a machine mass of 9,700
kg and the B-axis trunnion is fully supported so there is no overhanging mass.
Fully supported axes construction
allows for a broad scope of spindles
ranging from 12K to 25K RPM to efficiently handle complex and difficult
to machine materials.
The unique and automation friendly
design places the pallet changes at the
back of the machine, allowing easy
connection to a PALLETACE flexible
manufacturing system or pallet pool,
delivering high productivity in addition
to high accuracy. ATC’s can be configured to meet growing demands with 32
to 64 tool chain magazine systems and
64 plus matrix cabinets.
“The MU-4000V can be equipped
with Okuma’s exclusive SuperNURBS function, enabling high feedrates and ultra-fine finishes,” said a
company spokesperson. “Built using
Okuma’s Thermo-Friendly Concept,
this 5-axis machining center performs
consistently from the first part to the
last, regardless of warm up time or
ambient temperatures. Standard 5-Axis
auto tuning system technology automatically measures and compensates
for up to 11 geometric errors to ensure
precision machining.”
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Machine Both Panel Sides
Simultaneously With Trimming Unit
—Benz Inc.

Benz Inc. has announced that its
Undersurface Trimming Unit allows
machining on both sides of a panel
without flipping it.
“The Benz Undersurface Trimming
Unit is designed to help streamline the
production process,” said Paul Roza,
national sales manager wood, plastics
and composites, Benz Inc.
Benz Inc.’s Undersurface Trimming
Unit is designed with a head that allows the user to reach in up to 6” from
all edges of an elevated workpiece
for undersurface machining. A flushmounted ER25 nut and collet system

also accommodates the use of drill or
router bits during production

Machine Combines Vertical Turning With Finish
Grinding
—EMAG

EMAG has developed the VLC 100
GT that the company reports efficiently
combines vertical turning technology with finish grinding. For chucked
components up to 100 mm in diameter,
such as gears, single cams and cam
rings, pump rings or sprockets, excellent machining results are achieved in
massively reduced cycle times.
The VLC 100 GT integrates com-

bination machining into EMAG’s well
proven pick-up concept, where the
main spindle is used to load and unload

LeveLing the PLaying
FieLd & bringing jobs
back to the usa

MADE IN
CHINA

usa
Using our high-density workholding you can:
Run longer, unattended cycles
Eliminate low labor cost when bidding
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workpieces from the integrated conveyor belt or shuttle.
The machining area is easy to equip with a variety of turning and grinding modules. This compact manufacturing
system also includes integrated measuring.
Two machining processes that lend themselves for ideal
combination are turning/hard turning and grinding. The first
step is to pre- or complete-machine all those component
surfaces that can be hard turned and then, without having
to change the setup, finish grind all areas that require highprecision geometries. This process has two advantages;
the turning process is considerably faster than grinding
flat surfaces and wear and tear on the grinding tools is
vastly reduced.
The VLC 100 GT can be used as a “conventional” vertical grinding center equipped with two grinding spindles
for external and internal grinding, or for combination
machining, with an additional block toolholder for hard
turning operations. The VLC 100 GT can be equipped
with corundum or modern CBN grinding technology and
vitrified-bonded CBN grinding wheels can be dressed
using a rotating diamond roll. A structure-borne sound
system serves as GAP-control between the dressing roll
and grinding wheel. An adaptive process control system
achieves short cycle times.
All vertical pick-up machines from EMAG feature a
machine base of MINERALITR polymer concrete that
stands out for its damping effect. Optimal machining quality is achieved with the integrated measuring probe, located
between the machining area and pick-up station, where it
allows the measuring process to take place in the same
setup, either directly before or after machining.

New Quick Slide Plate
—R&R Fixtures

R&R Vision Fixtures new quick slide plate in conjunction with their Quick Load Corner (QLC) enables you
to extend the reach of travel on your vision system. The
company reports it enables
you to hold and
stabilize your
part with complete access
and viewing
circumference
around the part.
M4 threaded holes on the quick slide plate allow for
adjustment and flexibility with use of a variety of R&R
Fixturing components.
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New Microscope Series
—Mitutoyo America

New Offset Angle Heads
From Alberti
—Koma Precision

Introducing the new series of offset
angle heads from Alberti – a manufacturer of high quality state-of-the-art
angle heads. For over 35 years, Alberti
has been providing an innovative range
of products that are extremely reliable
and enable manufacturing in strict
tolerances.
The new series of offset heads
feature a combination of high pressure coolant through the main spindle
up to 100 bar with increased RPM
and high speed option. Another big
advantage is the possibility of dry running during machining, something that
wasn’t available in the past and gives
tremendous value to the new TOP
LINE range. These heads are a result
of Alberti’s persistent research and
development and attempt to deliver
continuous improvement.
Koma Precision reports that all
Alberti angle head spindles are manufactured from one solid piece of hardened steel that increases resistance
to bending stress by 25%. This also
enables the tools reach higher RPM
without vibrations, thus resulting in
higher speed and precision. The unique
angular contact bearings ensure perfect
concentricity and stability required to
achieve higher performance of machining operations.
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Mitutoyo America Corporation
announces the release of the new TM
Microscope series, with enhanced
features and ergonomic design.
Mitutoyo TM Series is a toolmakers’ microscope well suited for measuring dimensions and angles of machined
metals. It also can be used to check the
shape of screws and gears by attaching
an optional reticle. The compact body
makes it ideal for use on shop floors
with limited space. A C-mount camera
can be connected to the eyepiece by
way of an eyepiece adapter, turning
the TM series into a video inspection
system. It features a bright and clear
field of view.
Product highlights include: a newly
designed LED illuminators that provides enhanced observation for higher
accuracy and resolution and a modified
base design with lateral notch which
makes the microscope easy to carry
and move.
Other features include improved
extensibility by the optical camera
adapter, a new AC adapter covering
a wide range of voltages provides for
more flexibility and a small foot print
for adaptability in busy work environments.

New Tool Architect Tool
Selection Program
—Wohlhaupter

Specifying the most effective boring tool configurations has been made
quick and easy. Wohlhaupter’s Tool
Architect is a powerful tool selection
program that will identify and specify
boring tool configurations based on
your specifications.
Working on your own, you can
find the ideal Wohlhaupter tool con-

www.CNC-West.com

figuration to fit your needs. You are
able to “virtually” build a complete tool
assembly and create 2D and 3D models
for review. You can even save several
configurations for consideration.

Tornos Announces Joint
Development Partnership
—CNC Software

Mastercam is expanding its CAM
software family in cooperation with
Tornos, manufacturer of machines
designed to produce parts requiring
extreme precision and quality, to offer their TISIS users integrated CAM
features from the Mastercam Swiss
product. CNC Software is partnering
with Tornos exclusively as the only
CAM system provider.
Tornos has chosen Mastercam
Swiss to provide their users of the
TISIS software with advanced ISO
programming functions.
A Mastercam version tailored to
the specific demands of the Tornos
machine range will offer CAM features
to the TISIS users via an interface that
is specifically designed for the two
software types. The launch of this first
version of Mastercam Swiss for Tornos
is expected to be released Q3 of 2016.
With new features in Mastercam
Swiss for Tornos, operators of Swissstyle lathes will enjoy an easier time
with complex machining processes. A
strong integration between TISIS and
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Mastercam Swiss will provide a fast
and efficient way to machine complex
geometries.
Mastercam Swiss is specialized
CAD/CAM for precision programming. The software is designed to
control a variety of Swiss-style NC
machines, and is popular with watchmaking, medical, dental, automotive,
aerospace, and electronics companies.
Using the new version of the product, operators of Swiss-style lathes
can now execute several operations
simultaneously since Mastercam Swiss
primarily focuses on the management
of simultaneous turning and milling
operations and offers a realistic machine simulation in 3D. The sub or
counter-spindle supports long parts

by synchronizing the axes in a master/
slave configuration and the simulation enables the operations that are
subject to the risk of interference to
be displayed before they are actually
performed on the machine.

High-Precision Modular
Clamping System
—Exsys Tool

Exsys Tool Inc. has expanded its
offering of high precision products to
include the pL Lehmann Swiss-Clamp
modular clamping system. This system
allows operators to mount multiple
workpieces on machine tool tables
for uninterrupted production and un-

manned operations.
For use with rotary and standard
tables on vertical or horizontal milling
machines, the Swiss-manufactured
SwissClamp modules mount on face
plates or directly on worktables.
SwissClamp’s four basic modules
can enable more than 240 possible
configurations, including both mono
clamping, requiring only one basic
body, and duo clamping, where two
mono clamps are mounted opposite
one another. Configuration options
include creating a clamping tower/
tombstone on a fourth axis, a horizontal
clamping cone that is overhung or with
counter bearing, or a clamping bridge
on a trunnion table set up where both
sides require a different design with
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mm or 6 mm via a mechanical grid
on its jaws.
When used for finish clamping,
SwissClamp’s finish jaws can achieve
non-rotating parallel clamping with a
clamping stroke of approximately 1
mm that is designed to prevent indentations and ensure high surface quality.
The system enables finish clamping to
a depth of 6 mm.
mono and duo systems. Operators can
also create clamping modules on the
fourth or fifth axis.
Designed for a variety of mass
production applications in automotive,
aerospace, medical/dental and micro
technology industries, SwissClamp is
suitable for either strong gripping or
light finish clamping applications. For
strong gripping, the system achieves
pull down clamping to depths of 3

New 1:4 Speed Multipliers
—Heimatec

Heimatec, announces immediate
availability of its newest development,
a line of 1:4 live tool speed multipliers
in 24,000 RPM max. styles, available
for all popular live tool lathes currently
on the market.
These speed multipliers are pro-

HELP WANTED:
ACCOUNTS
MANAGER

vided as axial or radial drilling and
milling heads, with either external or
internal coolant design, and mounting
configurations to suit virtually any
machine tool turret set-up, including
all VDI and BMT sizes.
Speed multipliers for Haas and
Nakamura machines are now in stock
with others in production for short lead
time deliveries.
According to Heimatec president

Graphic
Design
for Tool and Die

PM Industrial is a leading supplier of Cutting
Tools, Tooling, and Coolants
in Southern California.
As we expand, we are continually seeking
energetic and motivated people interested in a
career in sales with our growing company.

15
OVER

The commission position includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Generous auto allowance
Gas
Cell Phone
Paid health insurance
Short term/Long term disability insurance

If interested, please send
your resume and
salary requirements to
helpwanted@pmindustrial.com
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Ad Design • Catalogs • Brochures • Photography
Direct Mail • Web • Logos and more!
For over 15 years, we have offered a truly honest, cost effective
creative solution for the metalworking industry. Plus, with PDF
workflow technology, we can work with anyone ... from anywhere!

Call Today: 815-943-3273
www.briantoddcreative.com
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Preben Hansen, “As our presence in the
American machine tool market continues to expand, so does our product line.
These speed multipliers are a great
addition to our line. They give us more
to offer the job shop and large production departments, through our growing
network of reps and distributors, serving the market here.”

cated functionality for broaching. The
software automates the programming
of both index and rotary (also known
as wobble) broaching operations in

We purcha
se our Swiss
workholding
products fro
m
Hardinge In
c. because
they offer
superior qu
ality, servic
e and
pricing. Har
dinge is ou
r “go-to”
brand for al
l Swiss wor
kholding.
– James Sa
ss,
Production
Manager
Pioneer Se
rvices Inc.

PartMaker 2016 Released
—Delcam

Delcam has released the latest
version of its PartMaker software for
programming CNC mills, lathes, wire
EDMs, turn-mill centers and Swisstype lathes. PartMaker 2016 offers a
higher level of power and ease of use,
the company says.
Highlights of PartMaker 2016
include new 2- ½ axis milling machining strategies, support for the import
of multiple solid models into a single
PartMaker CAM project file, specialist
support for broaching, fast 2D CAD
drafting and toolpath selection, and
much more.
PartMaker 2016 includes more than
50 additional features and enhancements. The milling functionality in
this version is specifically targeted at
the needs of production machining applications, allowing users not only to
program faster, but also machine parts
faster. The milling toolpath technology
allows users to create highly efficient
and sophisticated toolpath strategies
without even requiring a solid model.
PartMaker 2016 also offers the
ability to import multiple solid models
into a single PartMaker CAM project
file. This new functionality lets users
quickly extract multiple parts from an
imported solid assembly. This allows
for more flexible programming of complex parts as well as improved ability
to manipulate milling workholding in
PartMaker’s CAM environment.
PartMaker 2016 also includes dedi-
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an intuitive and visual manner. The
software allows broaching operations
to be simulated using 3D simulation.

WHY BUY FROM

HARDINGE

WORKHOLDING
SWISS WORKHOLDING
Hardinge Workholding is continually increasing our
product line to include:
• carbide lined extended nose collets
• overgrip collets for all manufacturers
• bar loader collets
• ER collets
• Meehanite guide bushings
• adaptive guide bushings
• long bearing guide bushings
FAST
• 24-hour delivery for standard Swiss Workholding
• 5-day delivery on TF 20 and TF 25 extended
nose collets
BEST
• Industry’s most accurate Workholding
EASY
• 24/7 ordering and pricing online

FIND OUT WHY
YOU SHOULD BUY
FROM HARDINGE

CALL TODAY

800-843-8801
www.SwissCollets.com

www.CNC-West.com
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CNC Carbide Rod Cut-Off
Machine
—Rush Machinery

Rush Machinery offers a carbide
rod cut-off machine for the carbide
tool and carbide rod manufacturing
industries.
Rush Machinery reports the “AutoCut”, a CNC carbide rod cut-off machine, can double the production rate
for cutting carbide and hardened steel
rod when compared with manual cutoff machines. It has easy-to-use CNC
controls with a touch screen operator
interface. Parameters can be quickly
set for rod diameter and length. The
machine automatically loads and cuts
rods from a large capacity magazine.
Capacity of the “Auto-Cut” is .055”
to 1-9/16” diameter carbide rod, up to
16” long, and it comes standard with a
flood coolant system.

Newest Shark Introduced
—CECOR

CECOR introduces the new singlephase electric, 60-gallon Sump Shark
sump cleaner. Model SE15-60PL has
the same space-saving vertical design
as the popular SA5-60PL (air) unit,
but can be plugged into any standard
electric unit. This feature makes the
SE15-60PL very convenient to use in
a variety of locations.
With a suction lift of 13” Hg or 177”
water and pumping rate of 60 gallons
per minute, the SE15-60PL can suck
up an entire sump of metalworking
fluid entrained with sludge or chips in
just minutes. Onboard one cubic foot
filter captures solids in reusable filter
bag. Filtered fluid is pumped out of
the tank for reuse or transported for
batch recycling. High CFM gives the
SE15-60PL increased nozzle velocity

for picking up shallow puddles from
the floor.
Using a Sump Shark sump cleaner
is much easier and faster than cleaning

3305 EDISON WAY, FREMONT, CA, 94538.

P)510-249-1000 F)510-249-9265.
Showroom open M-F 8:00 to 5:00

www.PERMACH.com

Your Northern
California Distributor
For

Call us for a quote
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a sump by hand using a pail and shovel
or shop vac.
The SE15-60PL has overfill protection and all discharge ports are valved.
Unit comes complete with hoses,
quick-disconnect coupler, suction tools
and filter bags. Optional F23 filter (2.3
cu.ft.) is available for coolant heavy
with chips and swarf. DF4 discharge
filter is available for finest filtering.

Turning Grade Resists
Wear in Inconel 718
—Iscar

Iscar’s IC806 is a Sumotec PVDcoated turning grade for machining
high-temperature alloys, especially Inconel 718. The grade belongs to a family of nickel-based super alloys used
extensively for applications where the
ability to withstand high temperatures
and high corrosion resistance properties are required. The material is widely
used in the aerospace industry for engine components as well as in various
oil industry sectors.
The grade uses a titanium-aluminum-nitride coating as well as Iscar’s
Sumotec coating in order to provide
resistance to wear, chipping, notching
and breakage while working in Inconel 718, whose high tensile strength
can produce very high temperatures
on cutting edges. IC806 has a hard
submicron substrate with PVD coating
and a special post-coating treatment
that Iscar reports provides substantially
improved tool life and better reliability.

reducing cycle time. Two models are
available. Both the T3 Y2 and T3 Y3
provide three turrets equipped with live
tooling and two spindles featuring a C
axis, but whereas the Y2 provides two
Y axes, the Y3 includes three.
Eurotech reports these machines
achieve faster cycle times in bar machining of complex parts in mediumsize batches. Options include a range of
specifications and functions promoting
quick part change-over and turning
of parts complete in one operation.
High rigidity enables the machining
of tough materials and reduces thermal
growth for tight tolerances. Models
accommodate as many as 192 tools
for machining complex parts, while
ergonomic design eases access for
retooling operations.

Multus U Series Multitasking CNC Lathes
—Okuma

The Multus U Series general purpose multitasking CNC lathes are
designed to reduce setup time, improve
accuracy and keep non-cutting time to
a minimum. Built with the company’s
heavy-duty construction, the lathes
are designed to provide a sturdy platform for long-term rigidity and accuracy. They are excellent for machining
process-intensive parts, such as those
in aerospace, automotive, oil/energy,
medical and construction.
The series includes two machine
sizes: the Multus U3000 (maximum
diameter of 25.6” and bed length
of 39.4”) and the Multus U4000

EXPERTS IN

EXTERNAL GROOVING

S I N C E 19 6 4

MADE IN THE USA

EXTERNAL GROOVING

Turn-Mill Series Provides
Three Turrets, 13 Axes
—Eurotech

Eurotech’s Multipla T3 series of
twin-spindle, bar-fed turn-mills provides multiple turrets and 13 axes for
high performance. According to the
company, the three Y-axis turrets can
perform simultaneous machining using three tools at the same time, thus

8 8 8 – T H INBIT
8 8 8 – T H I NFAX
•

Grooving and Turning
up to a shoulder

•

Groove widths from .004"
through .150" in .001" increments

•

Grades and coatings for ferrous,
non-ferrous and plastic materials
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•

Maximum depth of cut 1"

•

Groove widths 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 mm

•

Coatings for ferrous and
non-ferrous materials
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(maximum diameter of 27.55” and bed
length of 59.05”). The Multus U Series
CNC lathes are equipped with a comprehensive package of Okuma’s Intelligent Technologies (Thermo-Friendly
Concept, Collision Avoidance System
and Machining Navi) and a variety of
efficiency features, which make them
intelligent multitasking machines.
The newest versions of these machines come equipped with the OSPP300 control with a 19” monitor and
the OSP suite and ECO suite applications.

Parting Blade Adaptors
With Precision Cooling
—Walter

Walter has introduced new parting
blade adaptors for BMT/DO machines
that ensure precision cooling of both
the insert and the parting blade, thus
improving chip control and tool life,
and helping to increase productivity.
With the Walter design, the coolant
flows through the adaptor directly into
and through the parting blade to the
cutting zone. An O-ring seal ensures
that the coolant transfers efficiently
and with no loss of pressure.

In addition, for particular applications the adaptors can also be used
with external cooling, either alone or
in conjunction with internal cooling.

Are you Exhibiting
at IMTS??

If If so let potential customers
know with an ad in the
August/September
IMTS show issue of CNC WEST!
This issue will be full of exhibitor previews
and ads for the show. It promises to be our
BIGGEST issue of the year
If If you want information on how to submit a
Press release or get an ad in this issue contact:
Shawn Arnold @ sarnold@cnc-west.com
Or 714-840-1300
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This is done simply by adjusting the
coolant nozzle.
Installing the new parting blade
adaptors requires only a single bracket,
whether the adaptors are installed in
the standard position or overhead.
As an additional benefit, the adaptor
has adjustable center height for each
individual workpiece within a range of
±0.020 in. This allows an exact center
position to be set on any workpiece,
without additional tasks.
The precision coolant supply ensures excellent chip control and minimized tool wear. Machine productivity
is increased by minimizing downtime
to clear large chip volumes. The robust
holder is designed to allow machining
in any position required.

Walter’s new BMT/DO parting
blade adaptors work with a coolant
pressure of 145 to 1160 psi and can be
used on virtually any machines that
feature a BMT interface.

Vertical Turning Center
Machines Large Parts
—Absolute Machine Tools

The You Ji YV-600E2T vertical
turning center, available from Absolute
Machine Tools, is designed for large
lot-size machining of big aluminum
wheels or similar parts. Maximum
swing is 33.4” and the maximum turning diameter is 29.5”. This compact,
high-precision machine can operate

ONE-TOUCH
MANUAL
CLAMPS.

as a stand-alone machining cell or can
be integrated with other machines to
form a flexible manufacturing system.
The rigid vertical column and
base are made of Meehanite castings,
heavily ribbed for reduced thermal
distortion.
The X and Z axes employ rollertype linear guideways. By using sliding
covers inside the machine, problems
with chips in the guideways are virtually eliminated, the company says.
All ways are completely enclosed
with a forced lubrication system. The
high-speed way systems enable rapid
traverse rates of 787 ipm. The Class
3 ballscrews are driven directly by
the servomotors, eliminating belts or
gears.

When We Say
“LIVE TOOLING”
We Mean It!

• Easy pressure to engage
• Quick, precise clamping
for repetitive applications
• Many styles and sizes
available from mini to
heavy duty
• In stock, ready to ship
Heimatec, a name you may
not know…but you soon will.
Great reputations have a way
of spreading.

Call us at 888.794.8687 or
visit us online for ordering,
specs and CAD files.

A leading German supplier of live
tooling, Heimatec offers a wide
assortment of tools for CNC lathes
and machining centers, plus the
U-TEC® quick change system,
toolholders, multi-spindle drilling
heads, specialty tools and more.

www.fixtureworks.net

Application engineering, dealer and
end user training from our Chicago
headquarters, plus a nationwide
network of quality machine tool
reps and dealers to serve you.
NEW…LITERATURE DOWNLOADS ON LIVE TOOLING FOR
BRAND-SPECIFIC MACHINES…
OKUMA, MAZAK, HAAS,
NAKAMURA AND MORE!
CA/NV Contact:

www.nextgentooling.com
(916) 765-4227
nextgentooling@gmail.com

16 E. Piper Lane • Suite 129 • Prospect Heights, IL 60070
847-749-0633 • info@heimatecinc.com • www.heimatecinc.com
Preben Hansen, President
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AMERICA’S MOST FLEXIBLE CNC TOOL
& CUTTER GRINDER MACHINES
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rotary Tool & Cutter
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Custom Tool or Part
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“We rethought the milling process and
simplified the approach.”
The MaxiMill 491 system inserts
are produced to tolerance H and guarantee outstanding axial and radial
run-out, long tool life and high-quality
surfaces. Irregular pitch and perfectly
adapted approach angles ensure reduced vibration, smooth cutting and
low power consumption.
The system also roughs and finishes. The MaxiMill 491 system is
suitable for universal application – face
milling, shoulder milling, peripheral
milling, slotting and trochoidal slotting.
The MaxiMill 491 system comes in
sizes from 1.50” to 6.00” diameter and
SNHU precision inserts with a corner
radius of 0.031”. Shell milling cutters
are available with a wide or narrow

pitch. Shank style tools are available
in 1.25” diameter. The standard –F,
-M, -R chip grooves combined with
the latest grade technologies are used
in steel, cast iron, stainless steel and
aluminium.

New Wedge Stop
—R&R Fixtures

R&R Fixtures new wedge stop
ensures a snug-fit against the part using its downward angle and can keep
the part from moving. It can be used
in conjunction with the spring wedge
clamp and many other components
for maintaining consistent contact on
the part and not allowing the force of
pressure to back off the part.
Parts can be secured vertically on

NOT YOUR FATHER’S DRILLS
...introducing the INOX 370 Series for Stainless

the towers using the wedge stops and
spring pusher standoff clamp which
come in M4.

ARNO Aerospace
®

Super-Developed and Refined
Geometry for Advanced Performance
in Stainless Steels
Dramatically Lowers Cost Over
Conventional Drills in Stainless
Diameter Tolerance -.002mm / -.004mm
Micro Sizes - .5mm thru 3mm Diameter
Integrated Chip Breaker Reduces
Entangling Stringy Chips

Available from

(413)562-4800
www.genswiss.com
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Passion for Precision
Advanced products for Aerospace and Defense

Arno® has the proven products for solving today’s problems in machining
the wide variety of Aerospace and Defense materials. Arno’s “passion
for precision” has lead to some of the most precise cutting tools on the
market today, focusing on high positive and negative turning inserts,
grooving and through coolant cut-off.

High Precision Positive Inserts • Negative Turning Inserts
Cut-Off, Grooving, Groove Turn with through coolant

1-800-943-4426 or www.arnousa.com
www.CNC-West.com
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GibbsCAM 2016 Released
—3D Systems

3D Systems announced the release
of GibbsCAM® 2016 software for
production machining. Building on the
Universal Kinematic Machine (UKM)
technology of the previous edition,
GibbsCAM 2016 delivers a variety of
improvements to increase efficiency,
accelerate programming speed, and
enhance visualization and accuracy for
CNC machine programming.
A company spokesman said “The

92		

enhanced kinematic framework of
GibbsCAM 2016 makes it a powerful
and versatile CAM platform that is effective in nearly every manufacturing
environment. Enabling solutions for
complex programming challenges,
such as oriented turning scenarios,
GibbsCAM is compatible with a wide
range of programming and machining
operations, including solid modeling,
high speed machining, 2- to 5-axis
milling, wire-EDM, multi-task machining and more”.
New features and functions of
GibbsCAM 2016 include: Enhanced
thread milling, including support for
multi-point tools, tapered threads for
both single- and multi-point tools, and
improved simulation. It also includes
the latest VoluMill™ technology,
providing new toolpath strategies to

www.CNC-West.com

optimize high speed roughing of large
pockets and slots, open face milling
strategies that can decrease cutting
time by up to 60%, and technology expert integration for ready access to optimal speeds and feeds. Also included
are new oriented turning capabilities,
giving users added control in how tools
interact with parts.
Added toolpath strategies for 5-axis
milling, enabling users to define toolpath direction using the natural flow of
a surface with the new Flowline option.
Toolpaths can also now be extended
in width as well as length. Additional
enhancements include improved 5-axis
drilling, multi-stepped pocket roughing
and new gouge checking strategies.
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New Dom Plus 4-Axis
Grinding Center
—Agathon

Agathon AG, offers the new Dom
Plus 4-axis grinding center equipped
with automated loading capacity for
high production grinding of indexable
inserts on the periphery with two KLands through integrated re-clamping.

With up to 12 trays capacity for
high production “autonomy”, the new
180˚ swiveling loading gripper allows flexible handling processes and
grinding for a second chamfer. Other
Dom Plus features include powerful,
maintenance free direct drives for the
X, Y and C axes, short transfers due
to agile handling and internal dressing
and fast product changeover facilitated
by offline programming and graphic
simulation resulting in low cost per
workpiece.
In addition, ease of use is attained
through excellent visibility and accessibility due to simplified, ergonomic
design, unique, domain specific programming languages for indexable inserts and consistent Agathon operating
philosophy and software. The external
design is clean, incorporating excellent

visibility and rooftop mounting for
peripherals.

WE30Ve Vertical
Machining Center
—Enshu

Enshu USA offers the WE30Ve
vertical machining center. With its
evenly distributed rigid bridge structure and 12,000-rpm BT30 spindle,
the WE30Ve is made for the highspeed, high-precision machining of
small to medium sized parts.
The WE30Ve features a spindle
drive motor with peak output of 17.5
horsepower and 61 ft.-lbs. of torque
for aggressive cutting. Coupled with
1,969-ipm rapid feedrates and 394-

HAIMER
3D-Sensor
Spot on positioning –
Universally simple.

Measuring Instruments
Tooling Technology
Balancing Technology

Shrinking Technology

Haimer USA, LLC | 134 E. Hill Street | Villa Park, IL 60181
Phone: +1-630-833-1500 | Email: haimer@haimer-usa.com | www.haimer-usa.com
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ipm feed.
Even though it boasts a compact footprint of 55.1” x 99.2”, the
WE30Ve is built to accommodate
heavy fixtures up to 350kg. The 25.6” x
15.7” table work area and 27.5” x 15.7”
x 11.8” XYZ travels are designed for
larger fixtures and longer workpieces.

New End Mills Advance
High-Speed and Peel
Milling Strategies
—Niagara

Niagara Cutter, a subsidiary of Seco
Tools, LLC, has expanded its line of
multi-flute end mills for high-speed
milling applications and peel milling strategies with the new S638 and

S638R six-flute tools.
The S638 and S638R complete the
company’s family of multi-flute end
mills by being able to take larger radial
depths of cut as compared with the seven- and nine-flute tools in the line. The
company reports the end result being
higher metal removal rates, reduced
cycle times and increased throughput.
The company also reports that an

FOR SALE

RENISHAW EQUATOR 300 (LIKE NEW....................................... $25,000
MITUTOYO CRYSTA CMM 7106-PLUS M WITH MH20I PROBE,
MIT SOFTWARE (EXC COND................................................... $22,000
KENT 3VK MILL WITH NEW CENTROID M400 2 AXIS CNC
(3 AXIS DRO.............................................................................. $15,000
LAGUN LTV-2 WITH NEW 2 AXIS CENTROID M400 CONTROL
(3 AXIS DRO) . .......................................................................... $13,000
RENISHAW XL80 MACHINE TOOL CALIBRATION SYSTEM,
ALL OPTICS NEEDED FOR MACHINE TOOL CALIBRATION UP
TO 4 METERS/157” .................................................................... $P.O.R
SHARP VERTICAL MACHINING CENTER - MODEL SV-2414S-F M
24” X 14” X 18” TRAVEL, BOX WAY, 10,000 RPM, CAT 40 SPINDLE,
16 TOOLS CAROUSEL TYPE ATC, FANUC OI-MATE-MD CONTROL,
SMALL FOOTPRINT.................................................................. $53,000
HARDINGE HLV-H TOOL ROOM LATHE
(LIKE NEW WITH WARRANTY................................................ $35,000
HURCO VM2 HAS (9100 HOURS ON IT......................................... $P.O.R
HURCO VM20 (11K HOURS) GREAT CONDITION
(WITH 4TH AXIS AND TAILSTOCK)........................................... $P.O.R

Please contact John at 408.980.8909
or email inquirys@hsands.com
HS&S Machine Tool and Metrology
2185 Ronald St Santa Clara, Ca. 95050
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AlTiN coating allows these end mills
to achieve long, predictable tool life in
milling applications that involve high
temperatures and abrasive workpiece
materials, such as titanium and pH
stainless steels. The eccentric O.D.
relief on the S638 and S638R also adds
to increased tool life by providing a
stronger cutting edge.
Furthermore, the variable indexing
on these end mills reduces harmonics
for smooth cutting and high surface
finishes.
Diameters for the Niagara S638
and S638R range from 0.375” to 1”
with up to 2.5 times the diameter of
flute length. These tools also feature
common aerospace radii and a dead
sharp option.

Wanted:

Salesmen for all
Southern California
Territories selling

FADAL

For More Info On this
Great Opportunity
contact:

All American Sales
and Service

714-688-0200
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Special Dual Contact
CAT50 Turning Toolholder
—Briney Tooling Systems

Recently, Briney Tooling Systems
worked closely with a manufacturer to
develop a special dual contact CAT50
stick turning toolholder for an Okuma

toolholder taper shank. The benefit is
improved rigidity that insures accuracy
and surface finish, extends tool life and
minimizes deflection and vibration for
high speed machining. Combine that
spindle with a Dual Contact toolholder
and you have the best of both worlds.
The dual contact of the toolholder
taper shank and the toolholder flange
is a method to eliminate pull-back of
the toolholder. The steep taper contacts
the spindle taper and flange contact on
the spindle face, making a solid union
in both the axial and radial planes. As
a result, dual contact toolholders are
resistant to axial movement because
the face contact prevents the toolholder
from being pulled up into the spindle
at high speed.

MacTurn 550 milling/turning center.
The customer had some special turning
stick tools that were 1.5-inches square
and there was no standard for the
lathe stick tools. Because Briney Tooling Systems is well-known for their
custom and special toolholder design
and build capabilities, they were able
to analyze the tool and determine the
correct cutting angle required for the
stick tooling, and built custom adapters that ultimately saved the customer
from having to re-engineer their entire
catalog of stick-type lathe tooling.
Many of today’s machining centers, like the Okuma MacTurn 550, are
equipped with dual contact spindles
where there is dual contact between
the machine spindle taper and the

ez Shrink Pack
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Complete Shrink Fit Solution Package

NT4250DCG/1500SZ

Huge Savings.
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Heating Time
30 seconds ~

Cooling Time
30 seconds ~
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ez Cooling Unit

Call Now.
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New DTB Double Sided
Cutters and Inserts
—Dapra Corp.

According to Dapra Corp. their
new Edge2 double-sided DTB cutters
and inserts feature twice the number
of usable edges as single-sided button inserts for superior metal removal
and value. These thick carbide inserts
provide better heat and stress absorption, resulting in longer service life
and increased strength, according to
the company.
Geometries available for virtually
all materials. Applications include die/
mold, turbine-blade and complex part
contour roughing, helical interpolation, pocketing, semi-finishing and
facemilling.

Modified Face Driver Introduced
—Riten

Riten introduces a modified face
driver specifically designed to hold
workpieces with diameters of 2” or
less. In lieu of individual drive pins,
the unit features a multi-toothed drive
disk that securely penetrates the face of
the part. The company reports it is ideal
for gear hobbing and other aggressive
machining operations.
The disks are available in a choice
of diameters, similar to the driving
diameters on standard face drivers.
The teeth configuration is designed to
allow the disk to be bi-directional for
both clockwise and counterclockwise
rotation. This also compensates for the
backlash common to gear hobs. The

driver features three stirring screws,
which move the disk and center point
radially to compensate for mis-drilled
center holes and other concentricity
issues in the workpiece or machine.
The Riten Disk Driver is available
in standard straight shanks and Morse
tapers. Special tapers are available on
request.

Thicker Inserts with Higher Durability
—Iscar

Iscar has added a component to
its ISO Turning Line, Flashturn Eco
Line. “This innovative small sized, cost
saving insert provides an economical
advantage and can remove metals as

Waterjet Parts
Closer Than Simi Valley
★•
You Think
Los Angeles

Our Simi Valley, CA
warehouse offers quick
delivery on replacement
parts for all waterjet
systems including:

Barton International
USA/Canada 800.741.7756
email: info@barton.com
web: store.barton.com

®



genuine parts

 KMT  Jet Edge®
®

 Nozzles & Mixing Tubes
 Ultra High-Pressure Parts & More

Enjoy FREE SHIPPING
on orders over $300
at store.barton.com

Space Available
Contact us Today to Advertise Your
Company, Product Or Service in The
West Leading Publication.
We Cover all 11 States In ONE Edition

sarnold@cnc-west.com
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fast as a conventional insert,” said an
Iscar spokesperson. Flashturn is available in a wide range of geometries,
corner radii, new chipformers and
the most advanced Sumo Tec carbide
grades, which eliminates the use of
larger conventional inserts. These
economical inserts are thicker than the
standard inserts of the same sizes, thus
providing higher durability.

New Chip Conveyor Filters Coolant to 50 Microns
—LNS

The new LNS SFcompact chip conveyor (available September, 2016) filters coolant to 50 microns and handles
virtually all chip types and sizes, from

dual filters can be taken out, if necessary, in 15 minutes once the chip
conveyor is removed.
Hardened track in the curves, rigid
frame construction and other wearresistant components assure long life
and trouble-free operation, making it
perfect for machining a wide range of
materials, chip sizes and types.
stringy stainless steel to fine brass and
aluminum.
Quick
The filtering system is integrated
CNC West
2015Vision Active
within the rigid frame, so SFcompact
System Released
requires no more floor space than1/4
a typ-pg
—Mitutoyo
h America Corporation
ical hinge-belt conveyor and, in3-3/8”
most w x 4-5/8”
Mitutoyo
cases, can use the existing coolant
tank.
4C
announces the addition of the Quick
SFcompact’s modular construction
Vision Active series to the line-up
makes routine maintenance quick and
of vision measurement systems. The
easy, and the patented, self-cleaning
company reports this CNC vision mea-

MADE IN THE USA

Conveyors
®

WORK CELL AUTOMATION - DAY OR NIGHT

Contract Inspection
Services
You Name it,
we can probably do it
HS&S Metrology
John@hsands.com
408-980-8909

Labor-saving
conveyors & rotary
tables, built to suit.

Ask for a quote.

www.mini-mover.com
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suring system is an easy-to-operate,
space-saving model with advanced
functionality to meet many contact and
noncontact measuring needs.
The Quick Vision Active is highly
efficient and flexible, offering a wide
field of view with interchangeable
objective zoom lenses to meet the
challenges of measuring small to
large features. The 8-step zoom lens
can achieve a magnification range of
0.5X to 7X while maintaining crisp
image quality. The 1X optional objective achieves a magnification range of
0.5X to 3.5X with a working distance
of 74 mm. The 2X option can achieve
a magnification range of 1X to 7X.
Quick Vision Active is available
with measuring ranges of 10 x 8 x 6
inches or 16 x 16 x 8 inches with or

without the touch-probe measuring
option. QVPAK software uses edge
detection and pattern recognition to
locate and orientate the coordinate
system with minimal operator input,
ensuring accuracy and repeatability of
the measurement results.
Other features include a programmable LED stage, coaxial light and
4-quandrant LED ring light, highspeed autofocus, high-resolution
and high-speed color USB camera
and a high-quality zoom optics with
Mitutoyo-manufactured interchangeable lenses. It also includes powerful
QVPAK 3D vision software and is
touch-probe retrofittable.

New Radius Internal Cylindrical Grinding Machines
—Studer

United Grinding has added three
new radius internal cylindrical grinding machines to its line of Studer internal cylindrical grinding machines.
The S121, S131 and S141 replace
Studer’s CT700 and CT900 models
and extend part production capabilities by offering more advanced
technology, a new dressing concept
and larger size machine to handle a
broader range of workpieces.
With a workhead on a newly arranged simultaneously swiveling
B-axis, the S121, S131 and S141 radius grinding machines offer greater
thermal stability, mechanical rigidity
and interpolation from -60° to +90°.

TM

Complete Vacuum
Workholding Systems

• Vacuum Chucks - Custom & Standard Designs
• Complete Vacuum Systems
• Automatic Coolant Return Systems
• Vacuum Safety Systems
• Accessories & Maintenance Kits

WWW.VACULOK.COM

Ph: (815) 758-1822 • Em: marketing@vaculok.com

READ Back
Issues
of CNC-West @

www.cnc-west.com
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The machines are also equipped with
a dressing spindle or a fixed dresser on
the B-axis and a measuring probe on
the grinding head.
The new machines feature Granitan® machine beds which provide
higher damping levels, thermal stability and guidance accuracy. The Stud-

erGuide® guideway and drive system
with linear motors provide high wear
resistance, a long working life and
high dynamics. It also includes X and
Z-axes in a cross-slide arrangement
as well as a cross slide, which in the
case of the S121 can take one spindle,
two spindles in parallel or two spindles
on a hydraulic turret. In the S131 and
S141 machines, the cross slide comes
with a four-position turret with direct
drive. The spindles are arranged at the
rear of the turret.
Each of the three machines is
powered by StuderSIM software that
enables an operator to machine complex parts – often in a single clamping.
StuderSIM derives workpieces from a
drawing and completely defines and
generates all necessary geometric data

for the grinding cycles.
With swing diameters of 9.84” and
11.8” above the table respectively, the
S121 and S131 replace Studer’s CT700
and CT900 models. The S141, with
a swing diameter of 15.75”, further
extends capabilities of the product line
by enabling machining of larger workpieces. The machines enable external
diameters up to 6.3” to be machined
with an external grinding wheel 9.8” in
diameter. The maximum length of parts
including clamping device is 11.8” for
all three machines, and the maximum
workpiece weight including clamping
device is 220 lbs.

10-Second
Collet Changes

The Royal Quick-Grip™ is the smart workholding solution
designed to optimize all of your CNC Turning applications:
• Amazing 10-second collet changes
• Extremely Accurate – 0.0002" TIR
• Most compact length & diameter
• Widest gripping range – 0.062"
• Full 360° workpiece contact
• Perfect for bar feeding applications
• Fast and easy Bolt & Go™ installation
• Risk-free performance guarantee

Proudly
Made
in U.S.A.

Replace Your Outdated Chucks
Today with Royal Quick-Grip™

Call: 1-800-645-4174 • www.colletchucks.com
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boring operations on all sizes of molds
or other workpieces.
Techniks magnetic chucks are available in a wide variety of shapes and
sizes that meet your requirements and
easily integrate with pallet changing
systems.

Workholding for Mold
Shops
—Techniks

Techniks magnetic chucks are a fast
workholding solution that a company
spokesman said reduces mold setup
and/or change-over time by 50%,
and allows machining on 5 sides. The
company also stated users can use
magnetic workholding for all types of
milling, drilling, thru-hole drilling and

Genos L Series Offers
Flexibility at an Affordable
Price
—Okuma

As part of Okuma’s Affordable
Excellence product lineup, the Genos
L series of horizontal CNC lathes
offers cost-effective turning options
for a wide variety of parts. The series

Contract First Article
Inspection Service
Quality dimensional inspection performed
using coordinate measuring machines and
non-contact video equipment.

NEWARK, CA
510-744-4100
SANTA ANA, CA.
714-545-6337

consists of the L200, 250, 300 and
400 available with a 6, 8 or 10 inch
chuck. Built on a one-piece, cast iron
base with a horizontal way system and
hand-scraped headstock and tailstock
mounting surfaces, these machines
offer rigidity, stability, accuracy and a
variety of specifications to cut com-

RECRUITING SPECIALIST

FOR THE MACHINE TOOL INDUSTRY

Immediate Need for
Sales, Service &
Application Engineers
No fee to Applicant
GEORGE SCHORTZ
818 706-2635

Email: George@isccnc. com
INTERNATIONAL SEARCH CONSULTANTS
30827 MAINMAST DRIVE, AGOURA HILLS, CA. 91301

Visit Our Web Site

www.isccnc.com
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plex shapes.
The gearless spindle minimizes
vibration and heat for high speed and
minimal thermal deformation, while
the compact turret provides high power
and high torque for a variety of cutting
applications, including the optional
milling function. The user friendly
spindle position provides easy access
to the workpiece reducing operator
burden.
Equipped with Okuma’s openarchitecture OSP-P300 control for easy
operation and peripheral connectivity,
the Genos L series of machines are
easy-to-operate, program and maintain.
Optional capabilities and functions
include: Machining Navi for chatter

CNC WEST June/July 2016

reduction, Variable Spindle Speed
Threading for simple, repeatable thread
cutting, and Advanced One-Touch IGF
conversational programming. Additional earth-friendly, energy-saving
functions and technologies eliminate
waste.

Compact, High Performing Work Supports
—Carr Lane

Roemheld offers a wide range of
hydraulic work supports that automatically adjust to the workpiece height,
then lock securely to become fixed
rests. Available in spring advanced,

www.CNC-West.com

fluid advanced and air advanced types,
these work supports are extremely
compact, starting at just 1” diameter,
with maximum pressures up to 7500
psi. These high performing supports
are designed for 500,000 cycles, and
come in more than 60 different standard sizes and styles, with supporting
forces from 145 lb to 23,000 lb.

Alberti’s High Performance Turboflex Spindles
—Koma Precision

During machining, high speed is
often associated with heat generation.
But with the Alberti air driven turboflex spindles, Koma reports it’s pos-
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can be easily installed on the machine
through a special stop block and controller unit connected to the NC. ATC
spindle designs can be integrated to
automated tool change systems to
provide faster tool changes and increased productivity. These are most
suited for micro-machining, engraving,
small drilling, milling and polishing
operations.

sible to reach 60,000 RPM without
overheating the tool. They are available
as a straight or 90° tool.
These high performance spindles

Turn-Mill CNC Enables
CAD Visualization, Interpolation Turning
—Heidenhain

Heidenhain’s TNC 640 turn-mill
CNC enables interpolation turning and
gear hobbing for machining large parts,

0c/100m/30y/50k
0c/45m/14y/23k
6c/0m/0y/47k

ERP Shop
Management
Software

such as those required for power plants.
The model adds cycles and features
including new manual probing cycles
designed to ease workpiece setup, as
well as enhanced graphics.
When the interpolation turning feature is in use, the machine tool’s linear
axes move along a circle, while the
cutting edge with the milling spindle
is oriented toward either the center of
rotation (outside machining) or away
from it (inside machining). Interpolation turning is well-suited for manufacturing large, rotationally-symmetric
sealing surfaces such as the housings of
some energy generation components.
Cycle 880 is a machining process
for hobbing of external cylindrical
and helical teeth, performed through
synchronization of the tool and lathe

Complete Vacuum
Workholding
Systems

WWW.VACULOK.COM
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“We partnered with Henning Software over 19 years ago.
Their evolution of products continues to increase our
Efficiency, Productivity, and Growth in our business.”
Mark Erickson, President - Highland Products, Mentor, OH
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• Visual Books™
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spindles. The cycle positions the rotary
axis to the required tilted position, then
performs the in-feed movements to the
workpiece in the radial direction and
the milling movements in the axial
direction.
Another feature is the ability to
determine the 3D basic rotation for
a plane surface as a manual probing function. The misalignment of a
surface can be measured by probing
three points in any direction on that
plane. Subsequently, the result can be
transferred to the datum table and/or
the workpiece can be aligned.
The new graphics package includes
a CAD viewer that opens any .step,
.iges or .dxf file, enabling an operator
to evaluate the workpiece at the control. Dynamic collision monitoring
(DCM) is available with an M3D
converter, which enables CAD files of
components in the machining envelope
to be merged, edited and added to collision monitoring.

• Boring Bars
• Step Reamers
• Broaches
• Step Drills
• Half Rounds
• Spade Drills
• Hard to Find Swiss and
Escomatic Tools
Short Lead Time and
Competitive Prices

Tel: 714-995-3688 • Fax: 208-664-8887
Darmaktool@gmail.com
WWW.DarmakTool.com

CNC Expanding Mandrels
—Royal Products

Royal Products’ expanding mandrel
offering includes a full range of in
stock standards, plus quick delivery
on specials ranging up to 24”.
A spokesperson noted, “I.D. gripping is often overlooked as a workholding option, but in many situations it is
the best choice. It allows for full access
to the entire length of the workpiece so
all external surfaces can be turned in a
single operation, guaranteeing perfect
concentricity.”
“On sub-spindle machines, I.D.
gripping on the second spindle eliminates the risk of surface damage that
can be caused by second operation
O.D. gripping on a previously turned
diameter.
“For many parts, the engagement
length of an I.D. bore can be greater
than what is available for O.D. gripping.
CNC WEST June/July 2016
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General Atomics ASI Tests Boeing, Xiamen Airlines
Announce Order for 10 NextGeneration 737s

Boeing and Xiamen Airlines, China’s only
all-Boeing carrier, have finalized an order
for 10 Next-Generation 737-800s.
The order, valued at $960 million at list
prices, will be posted on Boeing’s Orders
& Deliveries website once all contingencies
are cleared.

Washington Manufacturer
Embarks on $10M Expansion

With a specially-made ceramic shovel Vancouver’s Kyocera Industrial Ceramics Corporation broke ground in May on a $10 million expansion that will add nearly 20,000
square feet and pave the way for at least
30 new jobs.
The company, which has been manufacturing
industrial, automotive and semiconductor
processing related advanced ceramic components at 5713 N.E. Fourth Plain Blvd. in
Vancouver since 1992, expects the expansion
to be completed later this year.

Albuquerque Company Lands
$25M to Develop Military Techs

A new piece of military technology
is slated to be produced in Albuquerque in
2016 and 2017, and one local company will
see $25 million because of it.
The technology, which will be produced by
Aquila Group, consists of 2,860 radiation kit
readers and 282,000 dosimeters for delivery
to the Army National Guard. The dosimeters,
which are worn on a service member’s wrist
when he or she is in the field, can be used
to measure ionizing radiation.

Washington Company Wins $67
Million Contract

Redmond, WA. based Aerojet Rocketdyne has
won a $67 million contract to build a propulsion system to help NASA explore asteroids
and Mars.
The contract calls for Aerojet Rocketdyne
to design and develop an advanced electric
propulsion system for NASA’s deep-space
missions, including the robotic portion of
NASA’s Asteroid Redirect Mission (ARM) and
NASA’s Mars mission.
104		
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Boeing’s Mesa, AZ. Plant Gets
$1.5B Apache Contract

The work will be done at Boeing’s manufacturing plant in Mesa.
Boeing Co. manufactures Apache helicopters
at its Falcon Field plant in Mesa.
The program entails modernizing 117 Apaches
into a newer model of the helicopter staple
of the U.S. defense arsenal.
The Apache remanufacturing could end up
totaling 690 helicopters. Boeing officials
said 290 Apaches already in the contract’s
larger pipeline.
The U.S. Army will return 117 Apaches in
current use and they will be updated and
modernized by Boeing in Mesa into the newest
version of the military helicopter.

Biotech Company is Expanding
Manufacturing in Lodi, CA.

Cepheid, a Sunnyvale-based producer of
medical diagnostic products, is expanding its
Lodi manufacturing operation, looking to grow
to about 500 employees in two to three years
from the current 230 workers, the company and
area business officials said.
With its existing facility Cepheid purchased two buildings to the south a few blocks
away that have been vacant since 2008 when
Blue Shield left to occupy its new facility
in south Lodi.
Those include a 40,000-square-foot building
to be used for manufacturing, essentially an
extension of production now done in Sunnyvale, and a 32,000-square-foot building to
be used for administrative offices, meetings
and training. The company said initial construction should be completed late this year,
when it expects to have about 270 employees
in Lodi, up from the current 240-person work
force. Eventually, it projects 500.

NRC Manufacturing to Open
Plant in Elk Grove, CA.

The mayor of Elk Grove announced an agreement with a manufacturing company that will
bring up to 2,500 new jobs to the city.
NRC Manufacturing, headquartered in Fremont, is expanding its operation to a second campus in Elk Grove, which will include
230,000 square feet of new construction housing manufacturing, offices and parking in the

Continued on page 106......
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city’s Southeast Policy Area.
The company, which serves Apple, is a
prototype manufacturer of electronic components used inside consumer and business
telecommunications, defense and consumer
electronics devices.
The first phase of the project, slated for
completion by the end of 2017, is set to
include 50,000 square feet and about 620
full-time employees, Davis said.
“We considered off-shoring the project,
but we determined quickly that Elk Grove met
all of our search criteria while keeping us
in close proximity to our Silicon Valley
headquarters,” NRC Manufacturing CEO Ratha
Chea said. “The city went out of its way to
help us put this project together.”

Plural Additive Manufacturing
Opens New Facility in Oregon

Plural Additive Manufacturing announces
the opening of its new facility in Lake Oswego, Oregon. The office and production areas
will support the US market with equipment
and services for a new generation of industrial 3D printing and Additive Manufacturing systems.
Plural’s solutions are designed for industrial, low volume production of plastic
parts and high quality prototyping for form,
fit and function.

Oregon to Create Manufacturing Innovation Center

The Oregon Legislature announced in late
May the approval and release of $7.5 million
toward the creation of the Oregon Manufacturing Innovation Center (OMIC), a co-located
research and development (R&D) center and
training center in Columbia County.
As a manufacturing innovation center,
OMIC will augment greater Portland’s metals, machinery and manufacturing industry
and train the next advanced manufacturing
workforce. OMIC will support the retention
and expansion of existing companies through
the capabilities of the R&D center and the
skilled talent from the training center.
“OMIC builds on Oregon’s long-standing
reputation as a leading metals, machinery
and manufacturing hub,” stated Chris Harder,
director of Business Oregon.
Located in Scappoose, OMIC will launch
with the R&D center and training center.
Through a partnership with industry, higher
education and government, the R&D center will
enhance the region’s existing metals manufacturing industry and serve as a magnet for

new investment. Oregon Institute of Technology (Oregon Tech) has committed to purchasing
an existing building that will serve as the
R&D center, and The Boeing Company, regional
industrial partners, Oregon State University
and Portland State University will serve as
OMIC’s R&D anchor tenants.
The business launch of OMIC is slated to
begin by 2017, although advanced manufacturing
research activities from Oregon Tech, OSU, and
PSU are poised to start immediately.
The hope is that OMIC’s R&D center and
training center will attract new manufacturing
jobs to Oregon, as well as work to support and
retain existing companies.

Electric Car Builder Might Add
Vallejo. CA, Facility

Gardena-based electric car company Faraday
Future is hoping to add a Vallejo facility to
its production plans, the Los Angeles Times
reports. The electric car company could take
over a 157-acre parcel on Mare Island and hopes
to better compete with Tesla as well as attract talent from Silicon Valley to its second
manufacturing facility.

Officials Break Ground for New
Manufacturing Plant in Caldwell,
Idaho

A food-processing equipment manufacturer
touting 89 new jobs for the Caldwell, Idaho
area broke ground on Monday, April 25th.
The Hayward, California-based company is
expected to hire 89 employees over the next
nine years. American Food Equipment Company
was approved for a Tax Reimbursement Incentive
and Workforce Development Training by Idaho.
“AMFEC outgrew the existing Hayward, California location; and that location was landlocked
preventing expansion of the current facility.
As we looked beyond our California home for a
location to support our growth, the passionate
recruitment and support from Idaho Commerce
and the communities of Nampa and Caldwell made
this Valley an excellent choice,” said Darrell
“Gus” Gustaveson of American Food Equipment
Company. “The work ethic and availability of
labor in this market stood out, along with
the Workforce Development Training dollars to
help us bring that workforce up to speed for
our specific manufacturing needs.”
AMFEC plans to invest $7.7 million in building a 61,000 square foot manufacturing facility
and 6,400 square foot office on 10 acres in the
Sky Ranch Business Center and is expected to
be open by late fall 2016.

November 16–18, 2016
Las Vegas, NV
fabtechexpo.com

FABTECH 2016 will provide the strategies and insight needed to hone
your competitive edge for improved quality, productivity and profitability.
Come to broaden your perspective and experience the future of
manufacturing through live product demonstrations, top-notch
education programs and networking opportunities. You’ll discover
the tools for solving today’s challenges and sharpen your
skills to take on tomorrow.

Visit fabtechexpo.com for complete
details. Register now!
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DIFFICULT MATERIALS
MADE EASY

LESS CHATTER. SHORTER CYCLES.
YOU CAN HEAR THE DIFFERENCE.
Mastercam’s Dynamic Toolpaths deliver a consistent chip load,
making difficult material easier to cut. That means longer tool life,
reduced machine wear, and shortened run times.
See and hear the difference at Mastercam.com/dynamic.

For more information, visit
mastercam.com/dynamic

POWERFULEASY

Powerful yet easy to operate
CNC retrofit systems for
knee mills and bed mills.

MILLPWR

G2

Faster set-ups, shorter run times and a major boost in productivity
are just one “powerful easy” retrofit away. Our new MILLPWRG2
control and retrofit kits can turn just about any knee mill into a
powerhouse money-maker.
USB and Ethernet compatible, it features a bright 12.1" high
resolution display, 1.4 GHz processor and plenty of programming
capabilities – estimated runtimes, expanded tool/datum offsets,
enhanced tool paths, plus a dxf converter.
Make the MILLPWRG2 your go-to choice for CNC retrofits, today!

It’s just that powerful. It’s just that easy.

877-920-2703
www.acu-rite.com

